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15 AUGUST-SRI AUROBINDO
I

MAYA could never bind hum, for he came
Armed with a white ommpotence of soul.

What crown could dazzle, when he wore the flame
Of God's eternity as aureole?

Unvsioned Master of miraculous
Impenetrable light beyond decay,

He boded forth hs rapture luminous
To rouse the dead divimty of clay.

Nought shall oppose his fire, the golden heat
Of his transmutmg mercy-grace sublime

That from each heart at his hermc feet
Bums with a benison the murk of time

II

All heaven's secrecy ht to one face
Crowning with calm the body's blinded cry
A soul of upnght splendour like the noon!

But only shadowless love can breathe ths pure
Sun-blossom fragrant with etermty-
Eagles of rapture hftmg, flickerless,
A golden trance wide-winged on golden air.

III

Bard rhymmg earth to paradise,
Time-conqueror with prophet eyes,
Body of upright flawless fire,
Star-strewmg hands that never tire-
In hmm at last earth-gropings reach
Ommscient calm, ommpotent speech,
Love omnipresent without ache!

Does still a stone that cannot wake
Keep hurling through your mortal mind
Its challenge at the epiphany?
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486 MOTHER INDIA, AUGUST 1991

If you would see this blindness break,
Follow the heart's hum1hty
Quest1on not with your shallow gaze
The lnfmite focused m that face,
But, when the unshadowed hmbs go by,
Touch with your brow the white footfall.
A rhythm profound shall silence all!

AMAL KIRAN

15 AUGUST-ETERNAL INDIA
How can you say our day is dimming?

We live by a never-setting sun
While sacred memories cease not hymmng

The beauty of the timeless One.

Here where the runnmg hours remember
The hfe that samts of old have led,

The holy steep you stnve to clamber
Shall turn familiar to your tread.

For here our heart 1s linked with ages
And burns with all that flamed before,

And clasps through union with past sages
The Unknown as if a fnend of yore.

Among us ancient spmts hover
To lift the young aspirant high

Take but a step and you'll discover
That you have chmbed a mile thereby.

And Gods shall come half way, ansen
To bear towards heaven your earth's small song

And the One you stram to seek for a season
Himself shall seek you all year long!

NARIK LAMA



SOME UNPUBLISHED NOTES BY SRI AUROBINDO
EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION

IN one of Sr Aurobmndo's notebooks mn which he used to write passages for
Savtr, two and a half pages have been found of prose written roughly at the time
he was replying to Amal Kiran (K. D Sethna) who had requested him to
comment on some critical remarks about Savtr and about a few short mystical
poems of Sn Aurobindo's in a letter by an academic fnend, Frederic Mendonca,
Professor of English Literature at St. Xavier's College, Bombay. The remarks
had been made apropos of an article which later formed the last chapter "Sn
Aurobmdo-A New Age of Mystical Poetry" m Sethna's book The Poetic
Genius of Sri Aurobndo, first published 1 1947 after having been read out in
typescnpt to Sn Aurobmdo and very favourably commented on by him.

Sn Aurobmdo dictated to Nirodbaran a long letter to Amal, dated at the
end 4.5.1947, reflecting on Mendonca's criticisms at considerable length. It is to
be found at present on pp. 238-63 1 volume 26 of the Birth Centenary Edition of
Sri Aurobindo's collected works. Apparently between the spells of dictation, Sn
Aurobindo made in his own hand some notes addressed to Amal. The script is
difficult to read but an attempt has been made, mostly by Richard Hartz of the
Ashram's Archives and Research Department, to decipher it. We are repro
ducrng the ongrnal along with the decipherment.

An incidental pornt of interest is a reference here to "50,000 Imes" rn
connection wth Savitri. It harks back to a phrase of Amal's towards the close of
The Poetic Genius of Sn Aurobindo (p. 140, second hne from below in the
second edition, published in 1974): "1ts projected fifty thousand lines"a phrase
to which Sn Aurobindo did not demur when he came across it. Now we have
directly from hum a repetition of the number.

In 1946 Sn Aurobindo, remrndrng Amal of the Savtr which had been
pnvately sent him, passage after passage, in 1936 and a httle after, wrote: "You
will see when you get the full typescript [of the first three Books] that Savitr has
grown to an enormous length so that 1t is no longer qurte the same thmg as the
poem you saw then....'' In hus already published letter on Mendonca Sr
Aurobmdo speaks of Savitri havmg been "planned not on the scale of Lycdas or
Comus or some bnef narrative poem, but of the longer epical narrative, almost a
minor, though a very minor Ramayana ... " One wonders why out of the several
epics of the world this particular one 1s mentioned. Could rt be because it is
known to run to 50,000 lines? And, 1f Sri Aurobmdo had not passed away on
December 5, 1950, would he have enlarged hus poetic masterpiece to about
double its present length of nearly 24,000 Imes?

We seem to have some ground for an affirmative answer from what Sn
Aurobindo wrote to Nrodbaran on 29.3.1936. Nirodbaran had mnquured: "We
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488 MOTHER INDIA, AUGUST 1991

have been wondenng why you should have to write and rewnte your poetry-for
instance, Savtr ten or twelve times-when you have all the inspiration at your
command and do not have to recerve t wth the difficulty that faces budding
Yogis like us." Sri Aurobmndo replied: "That is very simple I used Savitr as a
means of ascension. I began with it on a certain mental level, each time I could
reach a higher level I rewrote from that level. Moreover I was particular-if part
seemed to me to come from any lower levels I was not satisfied to leave it
because it was good poetry. All had to be as far as possible of the same mint. In
fact Savtri has not been regarded by me as a poem to be written and finished,
but as a field of experimentation to see how far poetry could be written from
one's own yogic consciousness and how that could be made creative. I did not
rewnte Rose of God or the sonnets except for two or three verbal alterations
made at the moment."

THE NOTES

All this however is only a discussion of details here and there and is of a
minor and incidental importance; what matters is the general estimate or the
ab1ding impress1on of the poem upon the critic. Hs estimate 1s deprecatory and
the impress1on is unfavourable Some lines please hum, but there 1s nothing of
high value, nothing that moves and stirs as great poetry and indeed all poetry
should do, much of 1t, if not most, 1s ordinary, good for prose, but without magic
or the true poetic thrill, the rambow you see is constructed of poor or false
colours, the whole impress1on is of something vapid and artificial, even pseudo
and phoney[.] That is what I am obliged to gather from his strictures and if it is
correct and I am to accept 1t then I ought to stop wntmg the poem and consign all
its manuscripts and typescnpts to a salutary bonfire. For nobody has the right to
inflict on the world such bad or poor poetry as that-that has given him at least a
temporary hospitality which would be ill rewarded by saddling it with literary
rubbish on the scale of 50,000 lmes. Only a just conviction of being well inspued
would authorise anybody to publish whatever verse he has had the temerity to
wnte. Especially so ambitious a work as Savitn ought to justify at least in part
the claims or promises made for it by its author or its admirers or else to
disappear.

But 1s the impression altogether correct; is the estimate valid and absolute
or the reasons given vahd-for reasons are given, although for a personal
impression or estimate they are not md1spensable. Mendonc;a himself repeatedly
stresses that these things are so as they appear to him in his own view-and he
even admits that there might conceivably be something in the poem as a whole
which 1s not apparent to hum' and which would justify your own view of 1t. I am
not myself convinced by his objections nor do I feel any moral obligation for the

' "to hum" repeated 1n MS
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SOME UNPUBLISHED NOTES BY SRI AUROBINDO 491

bonfire, and I suppose I ought to gve my reasons for thmnkmng hum wrong since
you have asked me. I am not at all times impervious to crtcsm; I have accepted
some of yours and changed my lmes accordmgly, I have also though not often
accepted some adverse crit1c1sms from outside and remoulded a !me or ,a passage
from the [poem] here and there. But your cnt1c1sms are based upon an
understanding appreciation of the poem, its aim, meanmg, method, the turn and
quahty of its language and verse techmque. In your fnend's judgments I fmd an
ent1re absence of any such understandmg and accordmgly I fmd his cnt1c1sms to
be irrelevant and invahd. What one does not understand or perceive its meanmg
and spur1t, one cannot fruutfully crt1c1se

Well, but on what [ground] can I justify my evaluation' smce I cannot deny
that your fnend 1s a man [with] an apprec1at1on of the spiritual and mystic to
whch domamn Savrtr clamms to belong, as thus is evidenced by hs response to the
Hound of Heaven and still more the magmficent and perfect "Kmgdom of God"
and much else m his letter evidences the quahty of his culture and the value of his
literary judgment?2 Yes, but as I have pomted out, his Judgments are tempera
mental, a personal reaction, not one entirely objective.

' Reading uncertain. 2 Full stop in MS



THE GOLDEN POWER
NOW PRESSING UPON THE WORLD

TWO TALKS BY THE MOTHER*

6 July 1966

EACH time I have been conscious of the Power, the experience has been similar.
The Will from above is translated mto a vibration which certamly takes on some
vital force but which acts mn a subtle physical domain. One perceives a certam
quality of vibration which is difficult to describe, but which gives the impression
of somethmg coagulated, not fragmented, somethmg which seems to be denser
than ar, but which is extremely homogeneous, with a golden luminosity, wth a
tremendous dnvmg power, and which expresses a certam will-which 1s not of
the same nature as human wll, which has the nature of vusion rather than of
thought, it is hke a vis10n that imposes itself mn order to be realisedmn a domain
that is very close to material Matter, but invisible, except to the mner sight. And
that vibration exerts a pressure on people, things, cucumstances, to mould them
according to 1ts vsion. And rt 1s Irresistible. Even people who thunk the opposite,
who want the opposite, do what is wanted without wanting to; even the things
that by their very nature are opposed to it are turned around.

For national events, relations among nat10ns, world circumstances, it acts
like that, constantly, constantly, 'as a tremendous Power. And so if one is oneself
ma state of union with the divine Will, without any intervention of thought, or
any conception or idea, one can follow 1t, one sees and knows.

The resistances of the mertia that is mn every consciousness and m Matter
mean that this Action, mstead of being duect and perfectly harmonious,
becomes confused, full of contrad1ct10ns, clashes and conflicts; mstead of
everythmg resolving itself "normally", so to say, smoothly-as 1t should be-all
this mertia that resists and opposes, gives 1t a tangled movement in which things
collide and there is disorder and destruction, which become necessary only
because of the resistance, but which were not indispensable, which might not
have existed-which truly speaking should not have been-because this Will,
this Power is a Power of perfect harmony where each thing is in its place, and it
organises things wonderfully. It comes as an absolutely luminous and perfect
orgamsation, which one can see when one has the vision; but when it comes
down and presses on Matter, everythmg begins to seethe and resist. Therefore,

These talks 1elate to the action of the supramental Power upon the world The first, an extract from her
talk dated 6 July 1966, 1s repnnted from the Collected Works ofthe Mother (Vol 10), pp 232-35 The second
talk dated 6 May 1972 1s reprinted from "Notes on the Way" (Collected Works ofthe Mother, Vol 11), pp 313-
18 The mamn title was given by the editor of the Sr Aurobmndo Crcle, mn the thurty-seventh number of whch
they were first reproduced
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THE GOLDEN POWER NOW PRESSING UPON THE WORLD 493

to attempt to Impute the disorders and confusions and destructions to the divine
Action, to the divine Power, 1s another human foolishness. It is the mertla-not
to mention the bad w1ll-wh1ch causes the catastrophe. It 1s not that the
catastrophe was mtended, nor even foreseen, it 1s caused by the resistance.

And then, there is added the vsion of the action of Grace, which comes to
moderate the results wherever possible, that 1s to say, wherever it 1s accepted.
And this explains why aspiration, faith, complete trust on the part of the earthly
human element, have a harmomsmg power, because they allow the Grace to
come and set nght the consequences of this bhnd resistance.

Thus 1s a clear vis1onclear, clear, even mn the details.
One could, 1f one wanted to, make prophecies by saymg what has been

seen. But there is a kind of super-compassion whuch prevents this prophecy,
because the Word of Truth has a power of mamfestatlon and to express the result
of the resistance would make that state concrete and dmmnsh the action of the
Grace. That 1s why even when one sees, one cannot speak, one must not speak.

But Sri Aurobmdo certamly meant that it 1s this Power, this Force which
does everything-which does everything When one sees it or 1s one with it, one
knows at the same time, one knows that That is really the only thmg that acts and
creates; everything else is the result of the domain or the world or the matenal or
the substance in which it acts-the result of the resistance, but not the Action.
And to umte with That means to unite With the Action; to umte with what IS
below means to umte with the resistance.

And so because it wriggles and tosses and turns, wants and thmks and makes
plans . it imagines that 1t 1s dong something-It 1s res1sting.

Later, a httle later, I shall be able to give examples for very small thmgs,
showing how the Force acts and what interferes and mxes with it, or Is moved by
this Force and distorts its movement, and the result, that is to say, the physical
appearance as we see it. Even the example of a very small thmg with absolutely
no Importance for the world, gives a clear idea of the way mn whch everything
happens and is distorted here.

And this apphes to everything, everythmg, all the time, all the time. And so,
when one is doing the yoga of the cells, one notices the same thing: there is the
Force that acts, and then (Mother laughs) what the body does with this Action' ...

(Silence)

Immediately there comes the how and why. But that belongs to the domain
of mental cunos1ty, because the important thing is to stop the resistance. That is
the important thmg, to stop the resistance so that the umverse can become what
it should be: the expression of a harmonious, luminous, wonderful power, of an
unparalleled beauty. Afterwards, when the resistance has stopped, if out of
curiosity we want to know why it happened ... it won't matter any more. But now,
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one cannot find the remedy by seeking the reason why, but by taking the true
attitude. That is the only thing that matters.

To stop the res1stance by a total surrender, a total self-giving in every cell, if
one can do that.

They begin to feel the mtense delight of existmg only by the Lord, for the
Lord, in the Lord.

When this is established everywhere, all wll be well.

*

6 May 1972

- (Mother "looks inwardly''.)

Do you see something?

(Silence)

I believe I already told you that there is as though a golden Force which is
pressing down (gesture of pressing) that has no mater1al consistence and yet
seems to be tremendously heavy ...

Yes, yes .

... and which is pressing upon Matter, thus, to compel 1t to turn towards the
Divine inwardly-not an outward escape (gesture upward), but inwardly to turn
to the Divine. And St) the apparent result is as though catastrophes were
inevitable. And yet along with this perception of inevitable catastrophe, there
are at the same time solutions to the situation, events which come about that are
by themselves altogether miraculous. It 1s as though the two extremes were
becommg more extreme, as though what is good was becommg better and what
is bad becoming worse. It is like that. With the formidable Power that 1s pressng
upon the world-that was my impression.

Yes, it is perceptible.

Yes, It is felt like that (Mother fingers the air). And then in the circumstances,
many things that happen generally in an indifferent way become acute; situa
tions, differences become acute; bad wills become acute; and, at the same time,
extraordinary miracles--extraordinary! People are saved who were about to die,
things that were inextricable all of a sudden get sorted out.

And then, for individuals also, it is the same thing.
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They who know how to turn towards ... (how to say it?) who smcerely call the
Divine, who feel that it is the only salvation, the only way out, and who sincerely
give themselves, then (gesture of breaking through) mn a few minutes rt becomes
wonderful. For the smallest thmgs-there is nothing small or big, important or
ummportant-it is all the same.

The values change.
It is as though the vision of the world changes.

(Silence)

It is, as it were, to give an idea of the change in the world by the descent of
the Supramental Truly things that were neutral become absolute: a httle error
becomes categorical mn its consequences, and a little smcenty, a little true
aspiration becomes miraculous in its result. The values have intensified in people
and even from the matenal pomt of view the smallest fault, the very smallest, has
big consequences, and the least smcerity in the aspiration has wonderful results.
The values have intensified, become precise.

Mother, you speak offault, error-I do not know ft s an aberration, but I
am having a more and more precise impression thatfault, error, all that is not
true. It is not like that. It is a means... how to say? yes, it is a means for
wdenng the field of aspiration.

Yes, yes, perfectly so.
The perception of the whole is that everything is ... everything is willed with a

view to the conscious ascent of the world. The consciousness is preparing to
become divme. And it is perfectly true: what we consider as faults are altogether
part of the ordmary human conception, altogether, altogether.

The only fault-if there is any-is not to want the other thing. But from the
tme one wants the other thng...

But it is not a fault, it is an imbecility!
Well, it is very simple. The whole creation must want nothing but the

Drvmne, nothing but to manifest the D1vine. And all that it does, even all its so
called errors are only means towards making it mevitable for the whole creation
to manifest the Divinebut not the "Divine" as man conceives hum to be, "this
and not that", with all kinds of restrictions: a Totality of tremendous power and
light. It is, truly the Power in the world, a new and tremendous Power that has
come into the world and must manifest itself and must make "manifestable" (if
one may so put it) this Divine All-Power.

I have come to this conclusion. I have looked, I have observed and I have
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seen that what we call "supramental", lacking a better word this Supramental
makes the creation more sensitive to the higher Power; we call that "divine"
because we ... It is divine m relat10n to what we are, but... It is something
(gesture of descent and pressure) which must make Matter more sensitive and
more ... "responsive" to the Force. How to say it? At present whatever is
invisible or insensible 1s unreal for us (I mean to say for the human being in
general). We say that there are "concrete" things and things that are not so; yet
this Puissance, this Power that is not material, becomes more concretely
powerful upon earth than earthly material thmgs. Yes, it is that.

This is the protection and the means of defence for supramental beings. It
will be a thing which is not material m appearance but which has a greater power
over Matter than material things. This is becoming more and more true from day
to day, from hour to hour-the feeling that this Force, when it is directed by
what we call "the D1vine", it can, truly 1t can-you understand-it has the power
to move Matter, it can produce a material accident; and it can efface the
consequences of an absolutely material thing-it is stronger than ...Matter. This
is what is altogether new and incomprehensible; and therefore it produces a
kind of panic in the ordinary consciousness of people. Yes, it is that. It seems...
it is no more what it was And truly there is something new-it is no more as
it was.

All our common sense, all our logic, all our practical sense is dashed to the
ground! useless! It has no force any more, no reality any more; it no longer
corresponds to what is. It is truly a new world.

(Silence)
/

It 1s this mn the body which fmnds it difficult to adapt itself to thus new Power
and creates the disorder and difficulties, the illnesses. But all of a sudden one
feels that if one were wholly receptive, one would become formidable. That is
the impression-the impression I am having more and more that if the whole
consciousness (the whole of the most materal consciousness-the most material)
were receptive to this new Power. ..one would become for-mi-da-ble.

(Mother closes her eyes.)

But one essential condition: the reign of the ego must be ended. The ego is
now the obstacle. The ego must be replaced by the divine consciousness-Sn
Aurobmdo himself called it '.'supramental"; we can call it supramental so that
there might not be any misunderstanding, because when one speaks of "the
Divine", immediately people thunk of a "God", and that spoils everything. It is
not that. No, it is not that. (Mother slowly brings down her closed fists.) It is the
descent of the supramental world, which is not a purely imaginative thmg
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(gesture upward), it is an absolutely material Power. But (Mother smiles) it has
no need of matenal means.

A world which wants to take a body mn the world.

(Slence)

Several times there have been moments when my body felt a kmd of new
unease and anxiety; and there was as though something whuch was not a vo1ce,
but which translated itself in words in my consc10usness: "Why are you afraid? It
is the new consciousness." It came several times And then I understood.

(Slence)

You understand; 1t 1s thus which mn the human common sense says: "It is
impossible, that has never been"; it 1s this which has come to an end. It 1s
finished, 1t 1s foolish. It has become a stupidity. One mght say: 1t 1s possible
because it has never been It is the new world and it is the new consc10usness and
it IS the new Power, It is possible, and thus 1s and will be more and more
manifested because it is the new world, because 1t has never been

It will be because it has never been

(Silence)

It is beautiful: it will be because it has never been-because it has never
been.

(Mother enters into a long contemplaton.)

It is not material and it IS more concrete than Matter!

Yes. It s crushng almost.

Crushmg, yes, it is that .... Oh! it is ...
All that 1s not receptive feels the crushmg, but whatever is receptive feels op

the contrary something hke a ... powerful widening.

Yes, but t is very strange, t s both!

Both at the same time.

Yes, one feels somethng lke a swellng, as though the whole thung s gong to
explode, and at the same tme there s somethng that s crushed.
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Yes, but that which 1s crushed 1s the thing that resists, that 1s not receptive. It has
only to open itself And then the thing becomes as though... a formidable
thng .. It 1s extraordinary It 1s our habit of centuries, 1s 1t not, which resists and
gives this 1mpress1on; but whatever opens out .one feels as though one became
large, large, large It rs magnificent Oh' 1t Is ..

THE·SUN-WORLD

SOMETIMES
Beyond the blindness of mght,
You discover symbols
Of the new Ganges,
You cross the land of legends,
Limitless mnfmm1ties float
Above the· summits
That no thought or song can chmb,
A sapphire regard
Fills your vus1on's wildernesses
There, by the upper streams,
Cattle with horns of gold
Move in speeding delight
There, regurgrtatons of Time
Bnng not back sorrow's note
But hke images leaping to sounds,
Luke stars winging to dreams,
Words qurvermngly hold
The shming mass of mountains;
And you reach the sun-world.

R. Y. DESHPANDE



LIFE-POETRY-YOGA
TWO PERSONAL LETTERS

I HAVE two letters from you and some photos. The first recounts the misery you
feel when you don't hear from me for a long time. Part of your misery 1s due to
your fear that I may be unwell or may even have bidden goodbye to the earth
Except for the infirmity of my legs I am in fair-enough health and have had no
wish to become "the late lamented" In fact I am likely to be rather "late" m
becommg "lamented": I am already past 86. So be of good cheer. And what 1s
thus appeal to me that 1f I qurt the earth-scene I should carry you along with me?
You are 30 years younger than I am. Life for people hke us 1s for doing Yoga and
you should never think of cuttmg short the wondrous opportumty we have of
commg closer and closer m heart and mmd to Sn Aurobmdo's glonous Light and
the Mother's gracious Beauty. As much sadhana as possible 1s to be packed in
the span of time available to us. Sadhana cannot be done except in the process of
terrestrial evolution where alone 1t 1s significant: apart or away from it are the
non-evolutionary "typal" planes. On each of them the consciousness is fixed 1n
its own type, already fulfilled and playmg variations on the same satisfying
theme, "with no need left to aspire", as Sri Aurobindo says 1n h1s poem "The
Life Heavens". To adopt Tennyson's words, only on earth are there

Tears from the depth of some divine despau

and hence an environment and provision to seek a remedy for its ache and reahse
the Divine Bodily life 1s precious for the chance given us of questing for God
through birth after buth and turning all conditions here mto a happy home for
Hmm. At present He 1s only a visitor: we have to build a permanent habitation for
Him, making Him a umversal King not only in the mner recesses of an illumined
mankind but also in the outer cucumstances of a transformed humamty. So don't
be in a hurry to qut "this transient and unhappy world", the Gta's anityam
asukham lokam imam, without carrying out as much and as long as you can the
command of Sn Knshna: bhajaswa mam, "love and worship Me." Sn Knshna
has graced our times with a mamfestation still more luminous than mn the penod
of the Bharata War Sri Aurobindo and the Mother have touched our earth with
the blessnigs of their holy feet. Let us do our best to follow mn their footsteps.
Particularly you who have heard the call of the Magic Flute from the very
begmning of your life should lengthen to the utmost the years mn which you can
attune your heartbeats to its depth-awakenmg notes.

You have referred me to your palm extended mn the photo of you mn bhava
samadhi. I looked at it as soon as I saw the picture. But the lines are not clearly
shown. As for my own palms, the hfe-line of my left hand is rather short. It may
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be pomtmg to the cns1s I went through at the age of 34 when, as the Mother has
sand mn a talk of hers, I would have surely died 1f something wthin hadn't
instantaneously drawn her help because, according to the Mother, there
happened to be the habut of remembering her and bemg mn touch with her mn a
spontaneous and natural way The !me on my nght palm 1s fairly long-strongly
marked more than two-thirds of the way; then 1t becomes a httle lighter but 1s
long enough So, from the point of view of palmistry, I shall be recervmng your
letters and commumcatmg with you, though sometimes after a bit of delay, for
qurte a number of years Set your sweet soul at rest and keep sm1lmg as you so
charmmgly do mn the photo you have enclosed of May 1964 with your landlady.
Do you still smile often enough? You must guard agamnst becoming too serous
Those whom Sn Aurobindo and the Mother have drawn into their radiance must
let that spmtual sunshme come often to their faces

Here I am not recommendmg Just a jolly temperament. though that 1s an
advantage. I am encouragmg essentially the practice of bemg m contact with the
glowing presence of our Gurus. By this contact I don't mean only the sense of
them m our ever aspmng souls. I mean also a constant remembrance of their
bodily existence-the forms m which they walked on our earth Those who have
seen and met them personally will find such remembrance automatic But even
those who have not can practice a lively substitute tor it on the evidence of thelf
photographs The Mother has said that each of their pictures is charged with the
light of their consciousness. So these pictures, mn their own way, carry the same
aura that accompanies the memory of them for those who have physically known
them To be aware keenly of ther bodily bemng rs the source of a profound joy
which, besides leadmg us to look at outward events with an eager or a patient
smile, becomes an easy yet most effective process of sadhana, for it helps us to
mfuse into all our words and acts m the rmdst of outward events the awareness of
the Mother looking at us and callmg us to let our mmost souls be at play in
whatever we do When there have been concrete manfestatons of the D1vine
Reality, when the very bodily substance has proved to be the mstrument of God
realisat1on. when livmg and moving persons amongst us have been communica
tive of the Eternal and the Infm1te, 1t will mdeed be a pity if we fail to be in as
vivd a relationship as possible with such a great gesture of the Supreme's Grace
towards us, weak and ignorant humans.

Tennyson has called each of us

An mfant crymg in the nght,
An mfant crying for the hght,
And with no language but a cry.

In answer to this appeal from age to age the Heavenly Parents have come at
last-mn shapes like our own and assuming the myrad difficulties with whch we
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are beset so that by dissolvmg them in their own consc10usness they may render
available to us a solution of those res1stances mn ourselves. Because of these aims
and achievements ther bodues have grown centres of a beatific bounty. By
concentrating on thetr bodies that have acted hke ours yet won through to
superhuman punty and peace, to deific love and power, we by faith and devotion
can best attain our soul's fulfilment. Steepmg our whole identity m a v1s10n of the
phys1cal presence the highest Purusha and Hus Shakt have projected mn order to
assist and consummate our evolution, we should pass our hves. At least, this is
what I stnve to do, this is what I defme as my "Integral Yoga". The sweet and
hallowed memories of the Mother's heart-hushmg movements and Sn
Aurobindo's mmd-kmdlmg repose as I have known them down the years are
fundamentally the process I feel as carrymg me onward. And when anyone
happens to come to me for advice or encouragement, all I attempt to do 1s to let
my recollection of the Mother's multi-splendoured eyes ammate my words with
the new hfe she has brought and the image of Sn Aurobmdo's imperturbable
gaze render my silences significant with mysteries never revealed before his
advent.

Here let me go a little off at a tangent though not without essential relevance
to my theme. There are two sides to my not mappropnate digression. The
Mother always responded to the genume leap of the heart to her and mn a couple
of seconds she could fill us with the rapture of her response. I have observed that
several people whose deep-seated connection with her was known to me spent
less than a mmute m their pranam to her. Within that short time there was a
perfect give-and-take. Many took much longer. Whenever the length of time had
a special movement of the inner being behmd 1t, the Mother always had a patient
apprec1a'rve concentration in answer to 1t. But often she seemed to be just
mdulgent and kind I know that she set no great store by mere ceremony This
attitude appled mn general to the common religious practice of mankind. Formal
devotionalsm had little meaning for her I have heard her say m effect: "Far
better than church-going and temple-vs1tmng and conventional rites 1s a simple
dismterested act. The D1vme does not crave for or need worship as such. Much
more valuable m his eyes as a movement of spmtuahty 1s an unselfish deed."

On the other hand, the Mother was always alert to the special gift Sn
Aurobmdo and she had come, at a great deal of unspoken sacrifice, to give to
suffering and aspmng humamty. Indescribable was the smile, at the same time
most intimate as 1f tasting the nectar of a truly devoted soul's flow of itself
towards her and most remote as though looking earthward from the height of an
impersonal plemtude of a hitherto-unknown grace-the smile that often went
out from her to her children during thetr daily exchanges of love. Her sense of
the new lght whch Sn Aurobmndo had drawn from rare altitudes and was bemng
lavishly dstrbuted by her to their disciples was always lively--In fact it could not
help bemg such to one who was an mcarnahon of this hght. That sense made her
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keenly aware of whether or not the people who approached her were alive to the
novel bounty I recollect her telhng me once about some visitors who had
meditated with her: "They sat absorbed in what was evidently to them a fme
spiritual state, but there was no connection at all with me!" Doubtless, she
appreciated their attamment but she knew also the waste of the largesse she had
been born to scatter and the loss to these seekers who happened to be locked up
in whatever they had caught of the world's great spiritual past without becoming
sensitive to the enlarging contmuation of it for which Sn Aurobindo and she had
accepted the burden of embodiment.

Your smihng photo has led me quite far a-field Another one shows a rather
Shakespearian forehead. I am sure it would have pleased our Master. He
regarded Shakespeare as extraordmanly mtmtive in his poetic expression
Perhaps he would have found your facial express1on a pomter to an inner
intuitiveness?

I see from what you have written that the spintual pursuit 1s the most
instinctive thmg for you and that your resolve not to get marned was never an
ascetic fight with yourself: it was absolutely mn accord with the trend of your own
bemg. Lucky girl to be blessed with such an mn-born turn towards the All-Blissful
from your very teens (29 4 1991)

*

I am glad that, lookmg at the picture of me which is with you, you find my
forehead as Shakespearian as yours. My resemblance to the Bard must be closer
because I am far nearer than you as a woman can be to the scarcity of hair above
the forehead-another characteristic of the great Ehzabethan dramatist. How he
got so baldish at a relatively early age is a mystery. He died at the age of 52. Of
course, he had his wornes as we know from his Sonnets, but were they bad
enough to weaken his hair-roots? I can imagme a particular worry domg
immense damage. It is the one he would have been visited wth if he had been
like that strange entrty which has inspired one of the greatest phrases hus intuutrve
poetic mmd created:

the prophet1c soul
Of the wide world dreaming on things to come.

If he could have prophesied the bitter controversy that has raged in later times as
to whether he himself penned those 36 plays beanng his name or they were the
work of either Francis Bacon, Christopher Marlowe, George Chapman or else
Edward de Vere, Earl of Oxford, he would have been upset enough to tear his
hair! I am sure he was never given to any such "dreammg on thmgs to come". So
I can't understand why at 52 years his pate was almost hairless. Maybe when the
life-expectancy was much • less than m modem times the bodily changes were
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speeded up. The age of 52 was considered in the ~ixteenth century to make one
quite venerably old because the average life-span was no more than 60 years. As
the famous Sonnets prove, the age of 40 was rated as furrowing and drymg up
one's face and begmmng to run one's blood cold. If the poet's own physiognomy
is murored m these works, I must be comparatively m the pnme of life at 86
years and 6 months smce people remark about my "mug" that though my jowls
sag a httle my eyes have neither crow's-feet nor pouches.

Now a bnef reflection on palmistry. I am surpnsed that you have gone one
better on me by showmg no life-hne at all on your left palm! I have always had
doubts about palmistry and this fact should clmch them. Facts of my own palms
should also help my scepticism. Just as my hfe-lme is very short on my left hand,
my head-hne is deeply marked for a very bnef length on my right. Afterwards
there Is a famnt continuation Thus should show that I was mn good mental shape
for about half my hfe and then began to detenorate into a blooming idiot. At
present I must be pretty advanced m mmdlessness. Perhaps it is true mn a sense
beyond the comprehension of palm1sts. For t is only when the mnd ceases to act
that the higher hght takes up the job of workmng mn 1ts place I am very far from
being able to say about myself what Sn Aurobmdo once wrote to me about his
mind-namely, that it was eternally quuet and that everythmg came to him from
"overhead" But my practice, helped all the time by Sri Aurobmdo, of receiving
poetic inspiration agam and again from the planes above the creative intell1
gences-H1gher Mmd, Illummed Mmd, Intmtion, Overmmd-has trained the
mental Me not exactly to escape

from the confmes of thought
To where Mmd motionless sleeps wa1tmg Light's buth 1

but at least to follow the mspinng precept:

Out of our thoughts we must leap up to s1ght

or else to call down splendid surprises of vs1on and rhythm without letting the
usual inhabitants of the thought-world mterfere with the Higher Mind's large
clarrtres of spiritually vubrant Ideas, the Illumined Mmnd's pass1on and colour of
revelatory images, the Intuition's sudden glowmg stabs mto the very heart of
things, the Overmind's massive mighty movements brngmng forth an eternal
world-v01ce from even the smallest transience of Nature's process and human
hfe.

Further, the practice of intent receptuvty to the Beyond mn the midst of the
common run of thinkmgs and willings and remembermgs has given an ease to

1 Savun (Centenary Ed), p 383
Ibd.p 276
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these ordmary mental modes so that there 1s very httle sense of exertion and an
almost utter absence of what 1s termed "bram-fag" The usual mtelligence seems
urged by unseen hands and moved to bnghter issues than 1t would normally
envisage. No doubt, there are less spontaneous, less fehc1tous mtervals but a far
amount of freedom from mental labour has been one of the boons granted by Sn
Aurobindo and the Mother. Yes, great has been their grace mn several ways. Yet
how far am I from the spmtual states which were Aswapaty's mn Savtn! When
will I be able to say about myself at all times any of the thmgs said of him?-for
mstance:

Indifferent to the little outpost Mmd
He lved mn the wideness of the Eternal's reign.
His bemg now exceeded thmkable Space,
Hus boundless thought was neighbour to cosmic s1ght:
A umversal hght was m his eyes,
A golden mflux flowed through heart and bram;
A force came down mto his mortal hmbs,
A current from eternal seas of Bliss;
He felt the mnvas1on and the nameless J0y.'

Enough of ths digress1on about my own pluses and mmnuses. Let me return
to your concerns You wnte: "My nature 1s senous from the very begmmng hut
zealous always I become gloomy sometimes From 1981 to 1986 sadness and
depression overwhelmed me but when I read your book Light and Laughter in
1984-end I felt pulled up "You also say you heard Sn Aurobmdo's voice telhng
you durmg a med1tat10n: "Weepmg and depression are not for you You must be
a warnor Be bold. Smile out." If we are smncere mn our choice of the spmtual
path, we shall always have the presence of Sn Aurobindo and the Mother with us
and that presence 1s at the same time an extreme sweetness and a never-fa1hng
strength. Physical suffenng 1s not always avoidable-a headache or a rheumatic
Jomt may have to be endured, but 1t is possible to keep the heart suffused with a
qu1et joy which does not depend on anything for 1ts existence, since it 1s the
outflow of the soul's httle bit of oneness with the secret bhssful basis of all that
existsthe Drvmne Mystery whch is always waiting to enfold our sighs and our
suffenngs because of that most wonderful of all paradoxes: Eternity in love with
Time

I am glad you are constantly readmg those two supreme masterpieces of Sn
Aurobmndo Savtr and The Life D1vzne They are also rated as perhaps the most
difficult of hs wntmngs-but their charm 1s that the dnffcult matter 1s conveyed in
the most engrossmg manner. Whether or not you follow precisely the thought

' Ibd,p 39
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building up mn The Lafe Dvne, the breath of 1ts inspiration carries you onward
and upward and you feel that even 1f you can't trace minutely with your mind all
the lines and curves of this colossal architecture your being seems to get
stretched wide and pulled high as though a new personality were in process of
construction. Of course 1f one 1s able to follow the vanous directions of the
multitudinous yet accurately marshalled thought one will be aware of the inner
restructuring with greater clarty, but even otherwise invisible hands wall go on
raising up in your depths a more Aurobindoman You. For here 1s not a Spinoza
or Hegel challenging you to trace the edifice of hrs speculative system: here 1s
God's grace seeking to impress on the deepest part of your mind the shape of the
cosmic vs1on projected by a power beyond the mind Sri Aurobmndo's philo
sophical revelation 1s bent on giving itself to you and, whether you completely
grasp or not its grand details, 1t will enter into you and remain there a vibrant
mass of glonous meanings fashioning anew your look on life and umverse and
godhead The only condition we may take rt to make s that you should not read
too much at a stretch. The moment you feel the slightest strain, stop Read
slowly, happily and try to imagine that your head 1s open at the top, for all that
Sr Aurobmndo has wntten has its ongin in what we may call the Spmt's ether.

This way. of readmg and of recept1V1ty holds even more for Savtr, since
Savtr s Intenser literature than The Life Dvne. Not only does 1t go into more
vivid disclosures of spiritual realty: 1t also comes with a more resonant
rhythm-its sound has a far-reaching effect, 1t 1s charged with what one may
designate the very hfe-throb of occult realms, 1t carnes in its surge or sway of
interrelated words and modulated metre the footpnnts and footfalls, as 1t were,
of drvmnutes mn traffck wth earth

You have referred to my comments on Savtr m my book Sn
Aurobndo-the Poet They compnse three articles. The first tells how Savtr,
Sn Aurobindo's long-kept secret, got slowly divulged to me in private, with a
tremendous response from me and a profound gesture of gratitude on my part.
The second tnes to explicate the sense of the poem's opening passage on "the
hour before the Gods awake" The mght spoken of here has baffled many
readers. They have the 1mpress1on that Sn Aurobmndo 1s descrbmng the very
commencement of the cosmic manfestat1on from the Inconscience But, as
shown by his letters to me as well as by hmts in the passage itself-

• In the sombre symbol of her eyeless muse ...
As in a dark beginning of all thmgs .
A mute featureless semblance of the Unknown...

he 1s speaking in terms of symbolism and comparison and similitude What he 1s
dealing with 1s the night preceding the dawn of the day on which "Satyavan must
due". Luke the dawn which serves as a symbol of the drvmne illumination to come
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for man's consciousness mn the future, thus nght 1s made to mmage the D1vine's
utter self-concealment mn what the Rigveda calls "darkness wrapped withm
darkness" at the start of the unverse's evolution. My third piece dwells on the
vanous qualities of Savtr as a poem and as a revelaton.

You have paid a great compliment to my letters to you If they stimulate you
inwardly and even infuse more life into you so that you are helped to get over
your bouts of ill-health I am deeply thankful to Sn Aurobmdo and the Mother
whom I invoke every time I wnte. Before I put pen to paper or tap the keys of
my typewriter I look within me and assoc1ate our Gurus with the act of
communicatmg with my fnends Be the subject seemingly trivial or patently
senous, there is always this association and m touchmg on serious matters I try as
much as possible not merely to paraphrase out of a book but to convey what has
been proved upon my own pulses.

Let me close with telhng you of the soul- "pulsmg" of a few days back At
the Samadh usually somethmg or other which leaves a happy mark on me takes
place. At times the mark is very deep. On the 9th of this month the afternoon air
brought particularly a breath of silence and solitude but with a secret mn them of
some ummagmable future outflowenng. Suddenly a mantra of Vivekananda's
sprang to my mind as 1f to crystallise the condrtuon mn which I was caught up
Vivekananda once spoke of hus 1deal of sitting in med1taton under a height mn the
Himalayas and heanng a waterfall thunder forth· "Hara! Hara!Vyom!
Vyom!" (Sansknt for "The Free! The Free' The Void' The Vmd1"). I felt
completely divested of all bonds, all attachments and the whole courtyard
seemed entirely empty of every creature, yet there was no sense of any
deprvat1on. A mysterious fullness within a wondrous vacuity: such was my
"expenence". What was totally free and vmd appeared to be wautmng to be
repopulated-by millions of Sn Aurobmdos, a countless number of the Divine
Mother' It was the thnlhng presage of a transformed humamty, a perfected
earth-life. This prophetic part of the "experence" denoted the new turn given by
the Integral Yoga-the creative turn-to the glonous escapism of the old
spmtuality, the grand flight from the fimte and the fugitive No ultimate power
was concerved mn the pastas coming back from the Absolute to renovate
everythmg in the future so as to evoke from some super-Shakespeanan Miranda
the cry:

0 wonder!
How many goodly creatures are there here!
How beauteous mankmd is! 0 brave new world
That has such people in't!

(13.5 1991)

AMAL KIRAN (K D. SETHNA)



THE ASHRAM CHILDREN AND SRI AUROBINDO'S LIFE

A DREAM-DIALOGUE

(Continued from the issue of July 1991)

ONE of the children saud:
"We have often complamed about the food served m our Dinmg Room. But

we shall never agam do it-after heanng your stones."
"Actually it 1s the psychological suffenng that 1s hardest to bear, that can

even make one mad Compared to it, problems about food become quite
mnsignficant."

"But you never felt disturbed, mentally, did you?"
"Of course I did, at the beginnmg I was quite troubled. God has made me

undergo all sorts of travails and difficulties. But His mfinite Grace that never left
me always showed me the way out of them. I have already told you about the
Lalbazar Police Station. Again, when I was locked up in that small cell m
Alpore, my mmd was in turm01l. Perhaps if I had had books to keep me
company, I might have suffered less "

"Weren't you allowed books even?"
"For that, I needed the perm1ss1on of the Government authonties, first; and

thus took me a few days."
"We have been told that Sri Knshna Himself instructed you to read the

Gita. Is that so?"
That 1s so. But 1t would have been so much easer if He had provided me

with the book, along with his instructions. However, while I waited for the G1ta
to be given to me, I realised fully the difficulties of an absolutely solitary
confmement. Even men who are strong and wise may lose their minds in such
1solaton. I also realsed that the Lord, in hs infinite mercy, had provided me
with a perfect opportunity to turn to Him and to unite myself with Him,"

"You have been referring to mental suffenng. Does the mmd mdeed
suffer?"

(Wzth a smzle) "You do know what physical suffermg is, don't you? Fever or
toothache? Well, Just as the body aches and pams, so does the mind. You don't
understand what I mean, just now, since you are all too young still to have a
mental life. But all the same, imagme yourself shut up m a room, completely
alone, even for a day. No one to talk to, not even a story-book, nothmg at all to
help you pass the time. You will then fmd yourself in a state of acute mental
suffering. All kinds of thoughts will come to torment you without your being able
to stop them from approachmg you. In fact you will feel you are gomg mad."

"I know what you mean I went through somethmg like that once. I
remember being rather upset, and so I thought that 1f I went to bed early, I
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would forget about my problems. But the moment I was in my bed, thoughts
started whirling m my head so violently and fast, I felt I was gomg crazy."

"Exactly Busy as we are most of the time, with work and people, we fail to
realise the power of solitude. And then there is a great difference between bemg
alone by chmce and a solitude that 1s forced upon one."

"Why 1s that so?
"Well, when one chooses to be alone, one can obviously also choose not to

be alone any more, don't you see? Books and friends can replace the silence that
surrounds one. Whereas when soltude rs 1mposed on a person, thus 1s not the
case. That is why, perhaps, 1t is said that those who can live absolutely alone
become gods Or maybe, beasts, I never believed that, until I was forced into
solitude 1n jal. Only then did I realise how hard a condrton 1t 1s to bear, even for
one who 1s accustomed to the pursuit of yogc discipline. The Italian regrede
Bressi was sentenced to seven years' solitary confinement. The poor chap was
stark ravmg mad by the end of the first year. That too 1s quite creditable, I thmk,
smce most people find 1t difficult to hold on to sanity just after the first few
days."

"But then what about the yogis who live alone in the Himalayas?"
"Put them in pnson and then see what effect that has on them! (Laughter). I

don't mean that there are no yogis who can stand sohtude. In fact, I myself
arnved at that state, later. But not in the early days. Anyway, if a person can
manage to survive such 1solation, he has to be a yogi to do so "

"How dud you spend your tame??
"At first I decided I would meditate most of the time, but I found that I

could not hold on to my concentration for more than two hours at a stretch, after
which I felt extremely tired, both in mmnd and in body. Then I began o ponder
about various subjects, but that too did not last. There were neither people nor
books for the mmnd to focus its attention on It so happened, sometimes, that I
found hundreds of thoughts whurling around my mmnd but faulmng to enter mto 1t.
This last expenence 1s a pamfully uncomfortable one. After that, I decided to
dwell on the beauties and charms of Nature. But that too was hardly feasible, for
Nature had reduced herself to Just one single tree and a tmy little square of sky,
no bigger than a handkerchief! It was too joyless a scene to bnng me any kmnd of
comfort or consolation. Almost m despau, I began to look around me when I
found some bug black ants near a hole in the floor. So I began to spend my tme
observing their comings and goings. La Fontamne too, it is said, enjoyed studying
the movements of ants, but he did so out of pleasure and not out of necessity hke
me. Then I noticed some small red ants. The black ones stood m their way. What
a battle ensued! The reds were no match for the blacks and were being killed m
such large numbers that I began to feel sorry for them. So I went to theu rescue.
Don't laugh at me but-"

"No, no, I'm not laughing. I am only very surpnsed."
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"At the way, even a learned and wise yogi like me can behave, isn't that

"No, it's not that. I am only trying to understand why God made you endure
so much hardship "

"His ways are never easy to explain. We'll come to that by and by. Only
remember always, that He in Hrs mnfimute Mercy can even make use of pain to
express his marvellous compassion. However, to get back to my ants. As you can
well understand, it was not possible to be too long engrossed with ants. I knew I
had to become much stronger, inwardly. I remembered how often I used to
enjoy solitude and meditativeness earlier, and yet here I was, fmding it so
difficult to come to terms with my solitary confmement. With all my heart I
called out to God to help me. The selfsame instant I expenenced serenity like a
balm spreadmg through my troubled bemg, a peace and a quiet happiness such
as I had never known before I felt secure and protected, for I knew that the
World-Mother was holding me safe on her lap Just as a baby is held in the
warmth and love of his mother's arms. All my suffenng had been wiped out, it
was as if it had never been. And from that day onwards, God gave me the'power
to feel joy and strength in the heart of every circumstance however difficult, be it
physical or psychological in its nature. The difficulty seemed henceforth like a
drop of water on a lotus leaf, at once slippmg away. Later, when I was permitted
to have books, my need for them had greatly dimmished. I could very well have
done without them "

"Is prayer so effective? If so. you should not have waited so long and
suffered so much before you prayed to God!"

I
(Smiling) "Quite true! But then one does not turn to God until one finds

oneself mn the direst straits. The human intelligence Is rather proud of itself, you
know. Only when all else fails does one remember God, even the God-hater and
atheist call out to Him then. But don't you have faith mn the effectiveness of
prayer?"

"I do, of course I do. I remember one night after I had eaten something bad,
I was tossing about m bed with a terrible stomach-ache (Loud laughter). Unable
to bear it any longer, I called out to Mother. Suddenly I heard a voice-'Be
qmet, lie still.' Someone seemed to hold me down on the bed and within minutes
I was fast asleep."

"So, there you are. You have your proof. It may be a small incident, but it
shows you undeniably that prayer can be miraculously powerful. If you can pray
to the Divine with all yourself, with mind and life and body, you can achieve the
impossible. A call of this sort will bring Him close to you in an instant. I
remember one such incident. A relative of mine was 1ll with a very virulent type
of typhoid fever, in days v..hen illnesses hke typhoid and pneumonia and T.B.
were considered fatal. In my cousm's case too, the doctors had given up hope
saymg that there was nothmg they could do. Finally it was her family's prayer
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alone that saved her. Nowadays, of course, one doesn't need to depend on
prayer to save people from these illnesses, there are medicmes enough to cure
them."

"Dd you find out what 1t was that God mntended for you?"
"What? Don't you believe me? Are you all Nrod's students? (Laughter).

Well, firstly it was to reahse how cruel, even unnecessary were the modes of
imprisonment, and hence the need for prison reforms. I decided that these
barbaric ways must dsappear, once Inda became free. Secondly, it was to make
me aware of how weak and troubled my mmnd could be, in order to make me
decide to conquer that defect once and for all. For, to the true aspirant or yogi, it
makes little difference whether he lives plunged m solitude or in the very heart of
a multitude. And once I had realised this, I knew that even if I had to live alone
for twenty years, I would not be perturbed. Thirdly, I also understood that my
yoga would not be achieved by my own efforts but rather through farth and
surrender, that a complete self-giving alone made all spiritual realisations
possible, that all I needed to do was to be ready to receive the gifts of His
Grace-His force, His knowledge, His delight. He made me aware of this by
making me a detached spectator of the play of madness that He unfolded
gradually in my own mind. For this, He had put me within the solitary
confinement of the pnson mstead of letting me go astray, swept away by the life
of the ordinary world.

"After these reahsatlons, I grew stronger. I also learned to feel greater love
and compassion for those who are made to suffer the cruel torments mfhcted by
their fellow human beings. I learned too of the miraculously successful effects of
sincere prayer. There were, in fact, many more lessons that I learnt. The Divine
can fulm so many aims through one single stroke of His Will, because His force is
never blind. In fact, He is all-wisdom. It is we who, mn our ignorance, call Him
cruel and unjust, even foolish! (Laughter). My grandmother used to say that if
she ever met God she would teach Him how to run the world. To which my
grandfather would laughingly reply that that was just why He had made the
mechamsm of the world so ternbly comphcated, so that she might not be able to
see Him! (Laughter). There is no end to the ill-treatment and suffenng man
metes out to the Avatar. It is the reward earth gives to the Divine who chooses to
become human. Ask Nirod and the others how many hundreds of letters they
have made me wnte. Of course, that isn't exactly ill-treatment!"

"Did you really answer letters all through the night?"
"For srx or seven hours, regularly, year after year. Ths alone should prove

to you that even if I may not have become the Divine, I must have come pretty
close to Hmm. (Laughter)."

"But we were not lucky enough to receive any letters from you!"
"Good Lord! Do you too wish to become as heartless as your elders!"
"No, of course not. But why did you have to wnte so much?"
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"Because at that stage of the sadhana, it was very necessary. Our sadhana
here does not follow any one path, you see."

Whch 1s the path you are following now?
"Well, now that you children are here, the main preoccupation is for your

welfare. Your food, your health. Doctor Nripen says 'Give the children more
vitammns.' Pranab asks for more exercises, also for eggs, meat and fish,
sometimes even a picnic or two. Pavtra and S1sur ask for a school and for
Knowledge! (Laughter). And there is a great deal more. All these have to
become part of our sadhana. So, you see, the problem is not so simple. Mother
has so much more work now, so many more responsibilities. She has truly
become a mother. She has to orgamse everythmg, look after everyone, give
chocolates to some, frmts and flowers to others. There are quarrels she must
pacify and tempers she has to cool. Am I not nght? While all the while I am
s1ttmng herelook at memn the peace and seclusion of my room! (Laughter).
Do you know of any other Yogashram like thus one??

"The Mother does so much for us, and yet why is it that we fail to reahse the
infinite and exceptional grace we are receivmg from Her?"

"Does a mother cease to love her child Just because he is stupid? Truths that
you cannot realise today will become evident tomorrow. Even if all of you don't,
at least some of you wll perceive them. The Drvmne's selfless causeless Love and
Grace alone can transform the world." -

"Is it true, as some say, that if the Mother had not come here, your yoga
would have remamed mcomplete?"

"Absolutely true. The Mother is the Shakti, and hers is the force that
realises and mamfests Truth. If She had not come here, neither would you all
have done so. That is certain." (Laughter)

"Then it must have been preordamed that She would come here and that we
too should follow smt?"

Sri Aurobindo smiled silently and sweetly:
"Have you read the speech I made at Uttarpara?"
"Yes, we have."
"Then you should have known what was the real reason behmd my

imprisonment. It was the Divine who drew me away from the political field to
keep me secluded in a pnson cell. I have told you that."

"But we thought it was the Government that arrested you."
"That is how it seemed, on the surface. We do not realise how complex

human lives are, to how many forces they are subjected. Anyway .. I alluded to
that speech because in it I have said that it was Sn Krishna who took me to jail
where he told me that He would prepare me for His special Work. Then, giving
me the Gita, He asked me to practise the yoga of the Gita. He also gave me the
power to do so."

"How dud He grve you the Gita?"
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(Laughter) "Why? Doesn't the Mother give you fruuts and flowers in your
dreams? They do not have to be material objects, do they? In the same way, Sn
Krishna's gift to me was on the subtle plane."

"What 1s the Yoga of the Gita?"
"To work for the Lord, without any thought about the fruits of the action. It

is the same thing that you are expected to do here: at all times, m all ways, in
your studies and in your actions."

"The Mother too has practised the Yoga of the Gita, has she not?"
"Of course."
"But how? and when?"
(Laughing) "Didn't I just tell you that man is an instrument played upon by

various forces? The same Force which used me guided her. That is the reason
why we have the same work to fulfil."

"Then both of you are born for the same purpose?"
(Smlng) "Isn't that obvious?'
"But you are Indian and She is French!"
"Isn't even that necessary for the work?"
"Maybe, but I can't perceive why it should be needed."
"Why should you find it so difficult to understand? Do you think any Indian

woman today could do the kind of varied creative work on the material field mn
the way She has? There are deeper reasons too. And thus is only one aspect of
her work. When you grow up you will realise how rich and complex her activities
are."

"Oh! I never thought of it like that!"
"You should learn to thmk. Sri Ramaknshna often used to say that divme

mechanisms are beyond human understanding. The analogy he enjoyed making
was that of a figure of salt who, wishing to measure the ocean, enters into its
waters only to melt instantly mto nothingness." (Laughter)

"Then we too shouldn't think or worry about anything!"
"Worry you need not, certainly. Nor judge God's ways. But smce you are

students you should certamly learn the art of rational thinkmg."

(To be continued)

NIRODBARAN

(Translated by Jhumur from the Bengali)



SOME EPISODES FROM THE LIFE OF
"AN EXTRAORDINARY GIRL"

A REPORT BASED ON ORAL COMMUNICATION

(Continued from the ssue of July 1991)

An Interlude of Visions and Experiences

THERE are three books I have read so often that almost all the episodes from
them are fresh in my memory. They are the Mahabharata, the Ramayana, and
Sr Rarhakrshna Kathamrzta. The last, in particular, was a chenshed part of
every Bengali household, and contnbuted a great deal to the sprrtual culture of
Bengal. In addition I had paid frequent visits to Dakshineshwar and Belur Math
smce my childhood. I have already told you how Bharat MaharaJ loved me from
my youngest days Due to all these associat10ns, and perhaps due also to
something mn my past life, Sn Ramakrishna, who is also known as "Thakur",
blessed me quute often with hs darshan, though I was not actually hs devotee.

In Sri Ramakrishna Kathamrta, he has said that if one repeated the word
"Gita" ten times daily for a week, one would realise the Drvne I took his words
literally, thmkmg, "Since Thakur has said it, it must be so. If the realisat10n can
be so easily attamed, I must give it a tral " I started mn rght earnest, and felt a
great force commg down. At the end of three days, however, a profusion of
unexpected mishaps began to occur. Illness, dangers, dsharmonies, misfortunes
surrounded me like a conspiracy and with a force that threatened to shatter my
bones. Meanwhile, I kept hearing a voice saying, "Gve 1t up, give it up, you
won't be able to bear it." And things came to such a pass that I had to abandon
the attempt after all. Who could imagine that the two syllables "Gi-ta" could
have so much power?

Once I saw Thakur in a dream. He was surrounded by his disciples and was
enjoying their company. Suddenly he exclammed, "Where Is Esha, where 1s
Esha? Hasn't she come?" Vivekananda, who was standmg nearby, pomted his
fmger at me seated mn a corner and replied, "There she is."

This brings me to the vision I had of Vivekananda himself, which I had for
the first time a few days back. I saw him in my sleep standmg before my wmdow
He was looking at me mtently and smiling with loving sweetness. He was dressed
in his usual Sannyasi garb and was lookmg magnificent, his eyes and face shmmg
with a divine lustre. I couldn't help crymg out, "How beautiful, how beautiful he
looks!" Whereupon he replied, "Not as beautiful as your uncle'"

"No, no!" I protested. "There is no companson!" Then he vamshed.
A few months ago someone came to me with her pamntmngs of samts, of

which one was of Sn Ramakrishna. It was really well done. I had been wishing
513
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for some time to have a picture of Thakur and here it was. The lady said that she
was m need of money, and asked me if I could find a customer for the pamting.
She would sell 1t at Rs. 300/- I would have bought 1t but not at such a hgh prce.
So I suggested that we put it up for sale at a fnend's shop., But though the
painting was displayed there it dd not sell. When after some time rt was returned
to the artist, she approached me again and pressed me to buy it. I .offered a
nommal sum of Rs. 100/- which she declined. But after a few days, she returned
with the paintmg and said she would accept my offer, adding, "You know,
Thakur appeared to me in a dream, and asked me to give the painting to you."

After she left, I said to Thakur, "You have come to me on the strength of a
bargam!" Some days later, she returned me the money.

I told Sri Aurobindo, "Thakur appears so often to us. Why are you so
rare?" He answered, "His work is different from mme. He has created some few
great souls. My work 1s not to appear in visions but to change man from within
and to change humanity. Have you changed much as a result of these visicms? It
is not that you have not seen me, you saw me and the Mother for many
consecutive days. Do you remember? Tell me then, have you made much
progress?" "No!"

"Not vision! What is important is to feel the Presence," he added.
Once I did see the Mother and Sri Aurobindo for fifteen days. Whuchever

way I looked, I saw them sitting within my forehead, very luminous. At first I
was thnlled, but as the seeing continued, I became tired of it and it vanished.

I recall another story about one of Thakur's young disciples. This young
man asked him dejectedly, "I have been with you for a number of years, but
what have I gained and what, if anything, is in store for me?"

Thakur flared up. "What did you say? I tell you-those I have bitten once
are doomed. My bite is like that of a cobra!''

I fell into a pensive mood, and like the young disciple began to think, "I
have been with Sn Aurobindo for so many years. He has, mn fact, brought me to
yoga against my will. And now even though I am gettmg old, I have gained
nothing substantial so far." Lying on the bed my mmd was runnmg on in this vein
when I suddenly saw a hght curtain hung between my bed and the wall sway
gently. I became hushed and attentive, feelmg that something was going to
happen. And then I saw Sri Aurobmdo appear from behind the curtain which
had parted shghtly. He looked exactly like the picture of him that we all have
with us. Then he spoke. "I can give you a long lease of life so that you may
realise the D1vine. Will you accept 1t2°°

Vehemently and spontaneously I cned out, "No, No! I don't want a long
hfe. My son will die, my closest friends will go, and I'll be left all alone. You
know how much I have suffered, and I don't want to suffer any more How often
I have already prayed to you to take me away!"

"Thmk agam," he replied. "I have given you my promise."
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"No, I don't want a long hfe," I insisted.
"All right," he replied sweetly. "I won't press you." Then ra1smg his right

hand in a gesture as in the statues of the Buddha, he disappeared. Oh, how
beautiful his palm was as he raised it and held it before my eyes! It meant to me
so much.

N1rodbaran responded to this account by saying, "But why were you so
foolish as to refuse such a sublime boon? Don't you know that there can be no
suffering from separation when the Lord is with you and leading you to the goal?
It 1s he who will make you free of all bonds. So long as you keep such
attachments intact, you cannot realise the Divine. What a childish thmg to have
done!"

The other day I was bemoanmg the tragic fate that had overtaken Rayiv
Gandhi, and was saying to myself, "He was such a fine personality. What a
desperate condrt1on Inda has been reduced to, these days! There has never been
such chaos, confusion and violence since India gained independence. No one
seems to be safe today." While I was lost in these gloomy thoughts, I heard Sri
Aurobindo telling me, "There 1s nothing to be surpnsed about. Among the
leaders there 1s hardly a true lover of India. Almost all of them want power,
position, fame, and money. Corruption is rampant everywhere, so what else can
you expect? In our time, we truly loved India. People sacrificed their lives for the
sake of the Motherland. We never forgot God. We felt his power working
through us. All the leaders were the disciples of yogis. And the Bande Mataram
acted like a mantra. It echoed from shore to shore, state to state. That was India
then. And today? Nobody takes the name of God. And Bande Mataram! So long
as it is like that, India will suffer. This trouble will continue for a long time. Then
a change will come. You may not be alive to see that change. But I will raise up
India."

(To be continued)

NIRODBARAN

NIRODBARAN'S NOTE

HERE it will be relevant to quote some words by the Mother given many years
ago.

A DECLARATION

Sri Aurobmndo withdrew from politics; and, in hus Ashram, a most important
rule is that one must abstain from all politics-not because Sri Aurobmdo did not
concern himself with the happenings of the world, but because politics, as it is
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practised, 1s a low and ugly thing, wholly dominated by falsehood, deceit,
injustice, misuse of power and violence; because to succeed m politics one has to
cultivate in oneself hypocrisy, duplicity and unscrupulous ambition.

*

Sri Aurobmndo always loved deeply hus Motherland. But he wished her to be
great, noble, pure and worthy of her b1g mussion in the world. He refused to let
her sink to the sordid and vulgar level of bhnd self-mterests and ignorant
prejudices. Thus is why, mn full conformity to hus will, we lft hgh the standard of
truth, progress and transformat10n of mankmd, without caring for those who,
through ignorance, stupidity, envy or bad will, seek to soil it and drag 1t down
into the mud. We carry it very high so that all who have a soul may see it and
gather round 1t.

25 Apnl 1954

FROM NIRODBARAN'S CORRESPONDENCE

September 16, 1933

Q. In your scheme of thangs do you defintely see a free Inda? You have
stated that for the spreading of sprtuality n the world India must be free. I
suppose you must be working for u' You are the only one who can do
something really effective by the use of your sprtual Force.

A. That is all settled. It is a question of working out only. The question is what is
India gomng to do with her independence? Bolshevism? Goonda-raj? Things look
ominous.

TALKS WITH SRI AUROBINDO
PART IV

by NIRODBARAN

Price: Rs. 50/-

Sri Aurobindo Books Distribution Agency
Sn Aurobindo Ashram, Pondicherry - 605 002



TWO POEMS

1

UNrrY 1s only the common ground of our existence
And 1t~ self-expandmg back-drop,
The vital element is the divers1ty,
The multuple1ty,
The City with its cnss-cross streets,
Its h1gh-nse bmldmgs,
The far-off hills,
The sea-front,
Chiidren playmg m the sand,
Armies devastatmg the c1t1es,
Desecratmg the places of worship,
Chasmg women carrymg their unborn,
And ten thousand other thmgs
Small, mnsagnuficant, invisible, looming large
ls th1~ all a fast-movmg sea of multi-visaged energy?
The sweep of a dancer's hand?
The swirlmng movements of her feet and the sk1rt?
Who impels this move?
Who bears the shock of the sudden crescendo,
Its all-~cattenng fall? ,
Who knows the meanmg of 1t all?

2

The one 1s 1ts own ground,
Its own sky,
Its own body,
Its own Consort,
lb own womb
Of ten thousand seeds of life
And their promise of full heaven-radiant glory.
O, the ecstasy of bemg One and the All'

JAYANTILAL PAREKH
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LABOUR OF LOVE

by

HUTA

(Continued from the issue of July 1991)

I SHOWED the Mother my new canvas boards. A sudden light shone mn her eyes
when she said:

"Oh! but on these boards you can compose many thmgs."

So far I had painted just a single object on a small board, now the Mother
wanted me to paint several things on a smgle board.

She was full of tact.
On 25th February 1957 she sent me papaya, orange, apple, cucumber,

tomato and a small fruit along with her sketch and explanatory letter:

"I am sending you the frmts to be pamted on a pale green background. The
line of the table or stool must be marked as on the sketch I have made to
show you how to arrange frmts. I hope you'll be able to reproduce it.

The frmts will easily keep for two days if you arrange them on a plank
and cover them with a cloth when you are not working.

I have put a frame line showing the proportion of the fruuts with the
whole picture. Of course your picture must be bigger than my sketch. You
can use a canvas board hke the one you brought yesterday.

You can make the first drawing and show it to me this afternoon."

This was done.
After two days she saw the complete work. She looked at me with an

appreciative twinkle in her eyes as she said:

O child, it is excellent! This very morning I questioned myself whether thus
girl was bornan artist. I had seen the whole painting in my vis1on before you
showed it to me. The shine you have given on the tomato by a sharp stroke
of white colour mmpressed me a lot! I had not been sure whether you would
gve the final finishing touch. But you did it! I am really very happy with the
painting."

The Mother could not keep her happiness to herself. So she sang my praise
to some people:

518
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"The girl is doing such luminous things!"

During that time the Mother spoke about me to Gauri Bhattacharya who
was looking after the Mother's room at the Playground and attending to her
needs. These were the Mother's words:

"Elle a quelque chose de tres gentil en elle. Je vais sortir ca."

Gauri's translation:

"She has something very mce in her and I am going to bring it out."

I was pleased that this painting is also kept with my other paintings in the
room where Sn Aurobindo and the Mother used to give Darshan to people four
times a year.

*

The Mother sent me her Egyptian crown to paint. I did so.She liked the
result. Then she revealed:

"Ah, but you know, that I have features like an Egyptian!"

She wanted me to draw her portrait with the crown.
I found her photograph in the Japanese dress-Kimono-and sketched her

face. When she saw it, she said:

"Well, eyes, lips and nose are not correct. Do you mind if I alter the
drawmg?"

I did not object.
The Mother took out a hand-mirror from the glass-box painted and sent by

my younger sister Usha from East Africa.
The Mother gazed at her reflection in the mirror. It was a very pleasant sight

to watch the Mother do her own portrait with so much concentration and
serenity. Time and again her hps were touched by an enigmatic smile. After
finishing it and handing the sheet of paper to me she sad:

Voila! the Supreme Mother herself came and showed her face. In this
picture dwells my soul and I give it to you. Indeed, you are a very lucky
girl!"
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We looked at each other. Mostly we expressed our mner feeling through our
eyes. Mere words were not adequate

*

I did not laze My other mterest was to make the Mother's dresses. When I
offered them to her, she saw each stitch with a magmfymg glass. So I was very
particular to sew evenly, accurately.

*

I went to the Meditation Hall upstanrs. Knshnalal and Jayantlal were
already there.

The Mother came mn and then entered the Darshan Room where many
paintings of mmne were hung She chose fifteen to be exhibited on 15th August
1957

She explamed to the artists how the pamtmgs should be arrangedespe
c1ally three among them:Kwannon, a white Dahha and a white Chrysan
themum. She emphasised that they should be put separately and underneath
them should be the words.

These are meant for concentration.'

The Mother declared open the Exhibition of pamtmgs and photographs at 4 p.m.
My paintings occupied one whole wall and only three pamntmngs of mine were

kept on the s1de-wall as the Mother had instructed.
Our eyes met-we exchanged smiles
Later the Mother's doctor Dr. Sanyal mformed me:

"Huta, Mother told me after the exhibition: 'The pamtings in the front hall
are of my student.' "

My Drvmne Teacher was proud of me. I.too was proud of Her, because she
had been a renowned painter mn Paris.

On 15th September 1956 when the Mother called me in the Meditation Hall
upstairs to see all her pamntmngs, she specifically pointed at the superb compost
tion of black and green grapes, other fruuts, pots and a glass She said with
delight:

"Ah, you see, I won the first pnze for this pamntmng mn Pars "

I am extremely fortunate to have been taught her own technique from
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scratch. For, when I came to the Sri Aurobindo Ashram, 1 dud not know how to
draw even a straight lme! ·

*

The month of October was very busy for me. The Mother wished to exhibit
her rare collection of Indian handicrafts and other exqmsite obJects in the
Exhibition Hall. In the Mother's private Stores I was cleaning them carefully for
the purpose.

On 28th October Dyuman and I with the help of Krishnalal and Jayantlal
carried from the Stores numerous things to the Meditation Hall upstairs.

It took the Mother three days to choose from among the various thmgs.
Again we carried all the things back to the Stores and separated them from

what were to be displayed in the Exhibition Hall.
We gradually transferred from the Stores the objects selected by the

Mother, and started arranging them in the Exhibition Hall.
Krishnalal, Jayantlal, Lakshmi and myself were organising everythmg.

Meanwhile, Lakshmi was suddenly taken ill; so in addition to my work her share
fell on me. Of course there were helpers but the right display of thmgs depended
on me.

On 24th November in the afternoon the Mother saw the exposition. She was
very happy and expressed her satisfaction.

When she left the place, I saw her blue-grey eyes sweep over me briefly but
with all-embracing love.

The following morning a beautiful card came from the Mother, depicting
many coloured flowers-Gazania-"seeking for clarity-like to say clearly what
has to be said". She had written on it:

"To my dear little child Huta
In appreciation of her so excellent work and artistic taste.

With all my love, steady cheerfulness, quiet strength and sweet
compass1on.

*

On 14th December I pamted a Dahha of an orange-yellow hue. The
significance given to the flower by the Mother was: "Supramentalised Mental
Dignity-Tolerates no pettmess m its thought turned towards the Truth."

The Mother looked at my work mmutely and asked:

~'Child, I wonder how you did the background. Tell me, did you paint it
before or after, because 1t is simply wonderful? '
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I answered: "Mother, to tell you the truth, I myself do not know how the
painting was done."

She remarked:

"You are very clever."

After a couple of years thus painting was printed. She wrote its message
thus:

"Nobility of thought, feelmg and action is the true anstocracy."

She used the reproduction as a Chnstmas and New year card.
On the 19th I painted Chrysanthemums and white Dahlias.
After regarding the picture, the Mother held my hands and said with

enthusiasm:

"Child, we shall express the Supramental Truth through paintmg."

At that very instant a prayer surged spontaneously in my heart and I said:
"O Mother, let your will be done." She pressed my hands and affirmed
forcefully:

"Yes."

I did not realise at that moment what I had bubbled out. But later at mght I
became aware and chided myself: "Fool, do you think that to express the
Supreme Truth is an easy thmg? Stupid, the Mother was talkmg about the higher
and occult things. You have to live that Truth first."

Tears rolled unchecked down my cheeks. I knew, and knew it perfectly well,
that it was impossible for me to express anything-to create anything new. I was
incapable, hopeless. Panic fluttered in my whole being hke the beatmg of a
thousand frenzied wings. A series of thoughts swarmed into my brain and
vibrated mtensely. Sleep was elusive, my mind too active and I was very
conscious of my Imperfections.

The succeeding morning of the 20th I received a bug profess1onal easel from
England. It was taken to the Meditation Hall upstaus. The Mother's eyes
widened when she saw the easel. She examined it meticulously and was satisfied.

Then she took her seat mn one of the chairs which were against the wall on
the right side of her high-backed carved chair. She asked me to sit on a chair
beside her. I did not st there. I sat near her feet.

She took my hands mto hers and went mto a profound meditation, I thought
it never-ending. It lasted more than an hour. I was completely mdrawn, feeling
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within me a comforting peace and deep silence. Then suddenly I was startled.
The Mother slapped my hands very hard. Instantly I opened my eyes and looked
at her inquiringly. She leaned from the chair, caressed my hands tenderly, joined
them and said soothingly:

"Do not be alarmed, my child, I have now filled your hands with con
sciousness, light, force and skill."

Then she gazed intently at my hands for a few seconds and patted them once
again.

The wonderful boon she gave me was no fantasy or imagination, but a
reality. She definitely did somethmg to my hands of which I was unaware.

*

It happened that as a rule I fimshed paintings in the morning and sent them
to the Mother, and received her written comments. Here are some of them:

"Both paintings are very good-the white roses are truly charmmg."

"It is an excellent painting. The harmony of colour is excellent and the
techmque also."

"It is a very pretty picture with fme technique and well composed."

"It is excellent and the dark background 1s very effective.''

This is truly pretty with a very nice feeling about it."

"You have done exactly what was suggested and perfectly well. The picture
is indeed very, very good-Bravo!"

"It is a good attemptcontinue and you are sure to succeed fully."

"The expression is very pretty and the scale of colour is good-suppleness
and freedom in execution is required. It is bound to come by doing."

"Thus is excellent. The inspiration is coming back."

Her encouragement, support, appreciation were mterminable.

*
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It was the last day of the year 1957. In the evemng when I entered the
Mother's room in the Playground, she asked me:

. "Child, what do you want from me for the New Year?"

At that very mmute the clock started to strike musically-for it was 6 p.m.
She drew my attention to the chiming of the clock. I replied: "Mother, I want to
be your true chld." She sad with force.

"Granted."

Precisely that moment the last stroke of 6 p.m. rang Accordmg '.o the
Mother, number six means "New Creation."

Thus the Year came to an end.

(To be continued)

Copynght Huta D Hmndocha
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Glimpses of The Mother's Life
Compiled by Nilima with the help of Shraddhavan
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Here, as m Volume I, the Mother emerges as a spmtual figure of
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Once agamn we come into contact wth her varied activity, mnward and
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through the aeons of earthly evolution Once agamn the great presence of Sn
Aurobmdo mtens1fies her own ambience and envelops us both on its own and
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THE BUTTONS
AN INFORMAL TALK BY MEDHANANDA

A FEW years before'! came to Sri Aurobindo's Ashram, I had an experience. The
great Mother led me into the immense hall of grey matter-a sort of cathedral of
electronic commumcation withm the brain-and she showed me all the buttons:
"You see, 1f you press thus button all the doors of the mind and the senses
close-then you can meditate." I begged her, "Mother, I don't want knowledge
or wisdom ... there's only one button that really mterests me: the button for
bhss." She showed it to me. Smee then I have always been able to press it
whenever I wanted to. It Is a suddh. After a certain period of practice, one no
longer has the feeling of a button: 1t 1s more lke a different way of bemng which is
always available to us, or another dimension of consciousness which one can
easily enter.

To speak of "buttons" for psychological exercises imphes the simplest
possible movement: you press the button, and you get the result. This immediacy
is the exact opposite of all religious promises, which are always for the future and
the beyond. It is really the most elementary movement of consciousness and
reqmres very httle energy. It is not even something you have to do. Instead of
pursumg austerities that take years, you press the button.

In this case the button is the one that cuts the connection with the ego, the
ahamkara, the sense of being separate. Cut free, liberated, at least for a
moment, from this separate self, we are offered plenty of opportunities where
very simple but fundamental things are revealed to us.

Smee we no longer relate every happening in the universe to our own little
separate personalty, we begin to truly enjoy it. It rains, and we no longer see the
ram in relation to personal plans that it interferes with. Now it is related to a
whole world of happmess and delight all around us; the bliss of the raindrops, the
clouds, the plants can enter us.

Human beings are so used to relatmg everything to themselves that this state
of liberation and bliss does not last long. But we can repeat it: by pressing on the
button we can cut the link with the sense of separate self again and again ... that
means, put ourselves once more on the level of the bliss-vibration.

Shankaracharya's book Vvekachudaman begins with the words, "I pros
trate myself before Govinda, who is the very essence of bliss." Most people who
read this book think that this is Just an Indian formula, a way of expressing
gratitude to his guru. They don't understand that in his book, which so often
mentions the Ocean of Bliss, thus attitude is the secret. In the Bhagavad Gita,
Arjuna, the poor ego which feels completely cut off and alone, has the same
attitude towards Sn Krishna, the centre of his individual formation, the driver of
the chariot of his life. Then we understand why one prostrates himself to the
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other. In a certain sense hus prostration 1s to himself, the small self's to the great
Self. The prostration is to the bliss-button.

If we draw every breath consciously, and this breathing is no longer bound
to an ego but instead a movement of eternal becoming, then we don't need a
button any more. The breathmg is the button. And this 1s true of everythmg: an
encounter with the moon, or with a landscape or a hieroglyph, can become a
door to bliss. These are all buttons. When we are integrated into the All, when
we belong only to the All, we don't need to press a button-we ourselves are the
button connected to the bliss of the universe.

Nevertheless, one is not entirely in possess1on of bliss as long as one cannot
brmg it down at will into the physical body. As we have seen, from the moment
we are no longer bound to the ego, we are the Self; and the Self is linked to the
All, which is full to the brim with bliss. So the physical body, which is something
necessarily separated, is not very suitable to receive 1t. Not only does 1t very
quickly get tired of the vibration of bliss, it runs the risk that its individual
formation may get broken. One solution would require the cessation of the sense
of separate self, while keeping the possibility of playing with an individual
physical body. Sn Aurobindo worked for years on this problem, which he called
"bringing Sri Krishna into the physical". One can see clearly from the record of
his exercises and expenences that he was constantly having to start bringing it
down afresh into the house of the body.

He even succeeded in mamtainmg the basis of bliss when a scorpion stung
him. Thus 1s a problem which the ancient Egyptians considered, and to which
they started to see a solution. They tell the story of Re, the awareness of the
supreme Self, who when stung by a scorpion must remember his secret
name-which is not the body, the small self, but the great Self, of which Jesus
sad, 'I and my great Self are One." And as he remembered it, the pain of the
scorpion-sting vanished.

Sri Aurobindo practised remaming m the house of the body-that is, within
a hmited formation, a sort of ego, but one which should not feel separated and
should learn to bear bliss. For that, Sri Krishna himself had to become the house
that the great Mother had created for him, had to be the centre of this
house-that means the guide of its destiny, the chanoteer of the Bhagavad
Gita-and be the very reason for the existence of a house, a physical body.
While the slightest ego-sense separates us from the universe, the presence of Sri
Krishna connects the house to the universe, and bhss can be established m the
body. This was the triumph of November 24th, 1926.

A few months later, the world's greatest physicists, meeting in Copenhagen,
unammously acknowledged the vibratory nature of matter. So matter, being
vibratory, was fundamentally able to enter into resonance with bliss, which is
also vibratory. The discovery of what became known as "Quantum Mechanics"
-whuch dates back three generations now-has not yet penetrated the human
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way of perceiving and being, much less the education we offer to our children.
The program that has been set for me, as far as bliss is concerned, is

"medhananda"; and it is not limited to a single life. It is bliss in the mind. This
doesn't mean that I cannot know the other forms of bliss; but to taste ananda mn
the mind is particularly difficult, because the analytic mind is the mam root of the
ego. Nature has taken great pains over millions of years to produce it, and it
certainly has a very important role to play; but it is an mstrument of separation,
of division, and to teach it to know the bliss of union is not an easy task. Because
of my tendency to perceive bliss under every disguise, it is possible for me. The
condition 1s always the same: the absence of any movement of ego. You press the
button, you stop being an ego, and then the mental tooIf it doesn't disappear
along with the ego-can escape from its isolation, rejoice and blossom mn the
only reality of the universe: ananda.

The fundamental law of bliss is expressed in the Hindu formula 'sach
chidananda'. To think that Being can exist without self-awareness and without
bliss, or that bliss can exist without self-awareness and without Bemg, is an error
to be avoided at all costs if we want to become a yogi or a philosopher. Only
Being, with all that it implies of self-awareness and bliss, is, has been and always
shall be-as was realised already by the pre-socratic Greek philosophers,
particularly Parmemdes, whom Plato called 'the Great'.

What I mean to convey with this expression "pressing a button 1s enough to
bring one mto bliss", is that the bliss is always there. We live ma universe which
is Sachchdananda. To live in ananda is the normal state of consciousness, and
not, as the rehgons proclaim, an exceptional state which has to be reached by
acrobatic exercises. The more we take these acrobatics seriously, the more we
reinforce the ego-sense which cuts us off from bliss. But in reality, ananda
doesn't have to be conquered...in order to find it, we must only separate
ourselves from the separation.

Sachch1dananda is our natural and eternal state. So all that has to be done,
as Shankaracharya's preface hints, is to prostrate ourselves before our natural
state. If humanity wants to succeed in its attempt to live in Paradise on earth, it is
mdispensable that Bemg, Consciousness and Bliss should be all of one piece,
with no gap, no break, no cut that would be the effect of the analytic mmd. This
three-in-one, in which oneness is dominant, is the Ariadne's thread which
enables us to escape from the labyrinth that the analytic mind's sense of
separation imposes on us. In the labyrinth everything is separated. Otherwise,
everything is so simple!

MEDHANANDA



"SATYAVAN MUST DIE"
A DISCOURSE APROPOS OF A PHRASE IN SRI AUROBINDO'S SAVITRI

(Continued from the issue of July 1991)

15: Dawn after Dawn

DAWN after great spiritual dawn has broken goldenly bright in the sky above th1s
earth pourrng her splendours. The goddess has come, agarn and again, bringrng
in sudden bursts of revelations, rich abundances of heaven. Daughter of Infmity,
bearing the supernal birth, she offered to this sorrowmg mortality a life of
completer joy, in her own figure of love and beauty, her sweetness. She hewed
the path of the eternal Day leadmg the world, in a swift lummous movement, to
the realms of Light; she heralded in the wake of an iridescent glory plenitudes of
the radiant Truth; cleaving the darkness and standmg like a marvel of the unseen
magnanimity above aspiration's topaz-hued peaks she, an embodiment of the
manifesting gleam, appeared gracious and splendid, ready with gifts of the divine
suns. But so magical and so fiery the Wonder that no light stayed too long. The
afflatus from across the silver honzons rushed with all ts happy transforming
benevolences, but soon went back like a vus1on disappearing into the secrecy of
its sight. The miraculous awakenmng beam touched the slumbering creature, and
once more withdrew, like music into deeps of calm, the incarnation's mystery.

This earth seems in love with her ignorance and with her suffering and the
thousandfold misery. The hands that bring succour to her are seized and tied on
the sun-burning beaches of time to the heavy monster rock. All that is benign
and heavenly, noble and precious, graceful and charming, 1s appropriated or
snatched or plundered and put to servitude's uncouth and awesome use. Never
was the full glory, the marvel of the unfading ray, allowed to establish itself in
this earthly life's squalor and sordidness. The Deity of the Darkness would not
permit it and the hesitant sunward-curving path would be mutilated and even
destroyed. The long history of the earth has been a record, a frightemng scroll,
of the failure of the spiritual attempts to change the phght of this death-seized
humamty.

The Avatars have hved and died in vain,
Vain was the sage's thought, the prophet's voice;
In vain is seen the shining upward Way.1

These great exceptional souls bore the ignominy of mortal life and watered the
green and golden Tree of Knowledge-and-Beauty-and-Delight; but ever it
produced, in the grey earthly soil, the sombre frurts of evil and falsehood. These
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God's heroes and warnors came and suffered, and went back, with no trophy mn
theIT hand Maybe somethmg was done, some advance made each time, but the
tale has always been one of sorrow, anguush, perdrton, hell-fires None could
succeed in wipmg tears from the eyes of the earth though a few might have
entered into the beatitude of the Elsewhere. It looks as though all was nothmg or
vamly achieved here. The misfortune of-the fallen race cannot be told even with
a "hundred tongues and a hundred iron throats"-tells the gmde of Aeneas as he
moves mn the lower world. A nver runnmg fire, Phlegethon's torrent, ITngates
the fields of thus wretched life. Rhadamanthus punshes guult, Tissrphone leaps
with her scourge and with her serpents as whips of menace. "Seeds of flame
hidden in vems of flmt" always sprout m their devastating numbers while the
fifty marnage-chambers, with proud hopes of an everlastmg hne, he buned m
the ruins of savage Time. Even after the War of Kurukshetra, the great war
fought by the Avatar to uphold the eternal Dharma, what 1s witnessed 1s the sea
of blood flowmg from the butchery of Ashwatthama. Carthage 1s mn flames and
Pans shall be destroyed-roars the implacable Spmt of Destruction.

If these hell-fires were to burn over there mn Purgatory, for ever only mn an
eternity of darkness, perhaps they would not have mattered, nor would have the
oceans of nectar if they were to flood merely the heavens of the day-makers But
the nodus 1s the soul of the earth who 1s the helpless sufferer and as much the
enyoyer of these worlds; 1t 1s he who 1s afflicted with deep mnner wounds that are
painfully difficult to heal; 1t 1s he who attempts to escape from the terrestnal
bonds for a celestial blessedness "Make me immortal m that realm where dwells
the Kmg, Vivasvan's Son. where 1s the secret shnne of heaven, where are those
waters young and fresh,''cried the Vedic Rush ?

Agastya had tned diggmg and levelling the ground, darksome and fearful,
that mn these well-prepared and well-furrowed lands might bloom the trees of
Paradise, that they might yield rich fruits of a joyous 1mmortality. Though mn that
arduous and pioneenng task he received the blessings of the gods, he found the
body to be susceptible and affected by three p01sons-kankat, akankat, and
jalakankat-as well as by the po1son that Is not vsIble. He prayed to the
luminous son of AditI to appear and destroy them; he solicited him to extend the
treasures and bounties of his own bnght dazzlmg person to mankind. But the
honey-lore could not be held in the earthen Jar. Too bnttle was the vase to bear
the touch of that hght and that delght; 1t was not fully baked, 1t was atapta. The
Yoga of Agastya shall therefore continue agam; h1s hymn

shall once more be addressed to the Deity of the Golden Light.
Vamadeva had three dreams and he declared: "This is my habitation and
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this is my habitation and this is my habitation." While still in his mother's womb
he knew hus three births. In a hundred cities of iron they held hmm down and kept
hum chained; but he broke through them and, wth speed and violence, soared
like a hawk to the highest Heaven. He soared forth into yonder world of
Paradise and, having possessed all desITes, put Death behind. In the father was
his fITst bITth, in the mother the second, and mn the work of sacrifice he had come
to do was his third birth; in the transcendent Purusha, in the universal Prakriti,
and mn the process of evolution was he tnply born. By fulfilling the YaJna of the
Earth Vamadeva established foundations of his immortality in Wisdom. He
came to know that whatsoever is is gmded by Wisdom.4

By austere practices in the Yoga of Meditation, and by the grace of the
supreme Lord, Shwetashwatara received the knowledge of the eternal Self. He
saw the great sun-hued Person, purusam mah@ntam adityavarnam, and crossed
on to the realms of solar illumination. Of that Person he declared to the
renooncers of the worldly life: "By this knowledge the soul passeth beyond the
pursuit of Death and there is no other road for the great passage."

aereir got nramf1ad az: uarq1
a@a faReafa rgzpif arr: qn far4szrrza 1

Leaving Death aside the Rishi ascended to the immutable heaven of soul-bliss,
where a "sky of soul covered a deep soul-ground".

But the soul's great release did not satisfy Aswapathy. He saw through the
long eternity of Time innumerable dawns coming and going without bringmg
ever the light of the Day to this grief-stricken earth. The promised millennium
always seemed to recede to distant ages. But Aswapathy heard the call of the
Seer withm and moved towards an mdiscernible end, climbing to the "bare
summit of created things". He bore the "burden of the world's desire" and
voyaged through wide expanding cosmic spaces mhabited by beings of vanous
kmds and types. Stepping first into a world of lovelier forms he was enchanted by
them; but he realised that there only the physical gods are kmgs. Next in the
hierarchy, he saw the thousand Edens created by the Life-force; but he also
witnessed how a dark Presence stunned her and challenged her when she tried to
enter mto the terrestrial scene with her gifts. She was overpowered and
unrecognisably corrupted. In the process were born pain, suffering, evil,
falsehood, death-their whole brood in countless numbers mdeed. What could
have been God's beautiful creation got disfigured, became ugly, repulsive, and
the spint's music turned into a multi-voiced '1llus1on's ode". The Sphinx of the
Fable stared with blood-red eyes at the wayfarer. Death has now become the
Lord of Life on this Earth.

However, Aswapathy did not pause at this point. Continuing his endless
Odyssey, he climbed to the worlds of Mind and to the worlds of the Gods. But he



discovered that they, happy in their dominions, had no power to resuscitate life
from her fallen state. Aswapathy was seized by the desire that the cause of this
world-failure must be hunted out and eliminated. Soon he realised that it 1s only
by mvoking the supreme Might that the solution could be found. He stood, with
a prayerful heart, on the austere peaks of heaven, looking mto the utter"
Transcendent and hoping to receive a fulfilling answer. Suddenly emerging from
the Unknowable a marvellous figure, "a Bliss, a Light, a Power, a flame-white
Love" appeared like a gracious Vision filling the spaces of his soul. She advised
him not to invoke, in impatience, the immeasurable Descent, but suggested
rather that the evolutionary track be left to itself to run its own slow and natural

• course. To raise a new creation, to lft up man from this earth-bound and
inconscience-permeatea and ignorance-hedged state is an extremely dangerous
game and the issue should not be forced. She even indicated that the time for
such a transformation was not opportune and that the "Dragon of the dark
foundations" should not be aroused or stirred too early. Aswapathy was to
continue his spirit's work to help humanity's "blind and suffering life". But he
could not remain content with Doom ever prevailing around. The ardent and
sincere evocative cry of his heart to the gracious Mother, the Adya Shakti, was
that the insoluble Enigma be tackled by her own self taking birth mn creation;
only her incarnate Force could conquer Death. Aswapathy's prayer gams an
answer, affirmatively paving the way for the eternal Day's marvellous dawn.

Fate's working in the Creation is an anomaly which has occurred because of
the infinite possibilities that are allowed to"o to thear extremest end in a free
play of the manifesting Delight. Creation arising, rather emergmg, out of the
Inconscience is one possibility of that Unknowable's omnipotence which, in
order to exhaust it, must be granted its full scope or chance. Fate, the mnconscrent
Force in her dynamical operation, is the means for that possibility's mate
rialisation. The play is indeed full and all-comprehensive-and real. The
Adversary has a definite role in existence wherein the Fall of God becomes the
first necessary starting point for God's own victory. The fallen Being disappears
into his own Self of Bliss. For this Being to reappear, for the "joyous miracle"
spoken of by Christianity to occur, the marvellous dawn of the eternal Day which
Aswapathy foresaw must now flush the earthly sky. The boon of the drvmne
Mother is an assurance towards that. She even fixes the whole methodology for
this accomplishment:

One shall descend and break the iron Law,
Change Nature's doom by the lone Spint's power. ..
She shall bear Wisdom mn her voiceless bosom,
Strength shall be with her like a conqueror's sword
And from her eyes the Eternal's bliss shall gaze.
A seed shall be sown in Death's tremendous hour,



A branch of heaven transplant to human soil;
Nature shall overleap her mortal step;
Fate shall be changed by an unchangmg will.b

'The boon that Aswapathy has received will be passed on m its millionfold glory
to all mankind What was a slow and natural course of evolution will now be
hastened hke the muacle of a temple-tower chmbmg with God-speed to the
mvis1ble heaven In a wide and sure spmtual control the Rule of Darkness shall
be abrogated.

Acceptmg the circumstance of Time, Fate, Chance, Death, the divme
Mother takes birth as Aswapathy's daughter. Then espousmg Love she does, to •
prepare herself for the "tremendous hour", the ShaktI-Yoga m the earth
consc10usness; her mtense and arduous sadhana is the foundmg of the occult
path leadmg towards transformation Indeed, it is to meet and join her Lord m
the House of Matter that she fronts the danger of the inconsc1ent Unknowable.
Death's hour 1s now at hand and she must reveal her conquering drvmnuty to
dissolve that sombre Mystery Not Just the "mntrus1on on the vacancy of
Inconsc1ence" does this Arnval represent as a symbol Dawn; it 1s the defm1t1ve
seedmg of the life drvmne here. The am@vasya-noon of the month of Jeshtha
marks that tremendous hour when Satyavan must die This death 1s therefore not
only a part of the DIvmne Dec1s1on Incorporated m the Boon Itself, 1t 1s the fmnest
that can be bestowed on the earth. In it is the new Buth. In 1t 1s the begmning of
immortality's terrestrial unfoldme, In it 1s the Next Future. Satyavan must
die-that 1s the most pnzed boon offered by the Adya Shaktu for the birth of a
new Satyavan A marvellous Dawn 1s ushered with it.

(Concluded)

R. Y. DESHPANDE
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SRI AUROBINDO--THE SOUL OF INDIA
(Continued from the issue of July 1991)

IN Baroda state Sri Aurobmndo, in spite of the cog-wheel of admimstrative work,
was fitted to become an apt professor. Teaching was his Swadharma. The
impress1ons of a few students of Baroda College and his voluminous corres
pondence with his d1sc1ples throw hght on his proficiency as a teacher He was
extraordinary in that role. He confided to A. B. Purani: "I was not so
conscientious a professor as [my brother] Manmohan. I never used to look at the
notes and sometimes my explanations did not agree with them at all. I was
professor of English and sometimes of French. What was surprising to me was
that students used to take down everything verbatim and mug 1t up by heart.
Such a thing would never have happened in England. There (at Baroda) the
students besides taking my notes used to get notes of some professors from
Bombay, especially if any of them was to be an examiner. 1

Again Sr Aurobmndo recalls: "Once I was giving a lecture on Southey's Lafe
of Nelson. My lecture was not in agreement with the notes. So the students
remarked that it was not at all hke what was found in the notes. I replied: I have
not read the notes-in any case they are all rubbish: I could never go to the
minute details. I read and left my mind to do what 1t could. That is why I could
never become a scholar. Up to the age of fifteen I was known as a very promising
scholar in St. Paul's. After fifteen I lost that reputation The teachers used to say
that I had become lazy and was deteriorating-because I was reading novels and
poetry only; at examination time I used to prepare a little. But now and then
when I wrote Greek and Latin verse my teachers used to lament that I was not
utilising my remarkable gifts because of my laziness.""

K M. Munshi, a leading poltican, who was Sn Aurobmndo's student mn
1903, has eloquery testified to his teacher's tremendous hold on the under
graduates. He records: "My own contact with Sri Aurobindo dated back to 1902
when after passsmng the Matnculation examination, I joined the Baroda College.
Though previously I had only on one occasion the privilege of being in personal
contact with him, the Aurobindonian legend in the College filled me with
reverence, and it was with awe that I hung upon his words whenever he came to
College as Professor of English."

We can get an idea of Sn Aurobindo's talents as a teacher from his student
R. N. Patkar: "...When I came to Baroda-I was a school-going lad hardly
sixteen in age and as such I cannot be expected to give a detailed account of [Sri
Aurobmndo's] hfe during this short period. However, I note down a few points
that struck me and made a vrvud impress1on on me.. 2

"... I had the good fortune to be his student when I was in the Intermediate
Class. His method of teaching was a novel one. In the beginning he used to give a
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series of introductory lectures for imtiating the student mto the subject-matter of
the text, which gave a fair idea about the author and his views on particular items
bearing on the text. After preparing the student to understand the text m this
manner, he used to start reading the text mn the classroom, stopping whenever
necessary to explam the meaning of difficult and obscure sentences. Then after
finishmg the text, he used to dictate general lectures bearing on the vanous
aspects pertaining to the text. These lectures, which were given at the close of
the term, were availed of by many students belonging to the other colleges.""°

Patkar writes further: "I once asked him how I should improve my English,
what authors I should read and study. I had read some portion of Macaulay's
Laves ofGreat Men and I was fascinated by his style. I asked him 1f I should read
Macaulay. Then, as was usual with him, he smiled and replied, 'Do not be
anybody's slave, but be your own master. By reading Macaulay or any other
wnter you will never be hke hum You will not be a Macaulay but a faint echo of
Macaulay. You will but be a copy to be dended by the world, but never an
original. Therefore you may read any good author carefully, but should think for
yourself and form your own Judgment. It 1s likely you may differ from the views
of the writer. You should think for yourself and cultivate a habit of writing and in
thus way you wll be the master of your style'."6

His fnends and relations, his colleagues and pupils, who came into close
contact with him, at least some of them were conscious also of the power behmd
the person, the fire that seemed to burn within, the light that shone in the eyes.
Later Dr. C. R. Reddy who succeeded Sri Aurobindo as v1ce-prmcipal of the
Baroda College, has left thus record:

"I had the honour of knowmg him. We had a number of friends mn common.
Mr. A. B. Clark, the Principal of the Baroda College remarked to me, 'So you
met Aurobindo Ghose. Did you notice his eyes? There 1s a mystic fire and light
in them. They penetrate into the beyond. If Joan of Arc heard heavenly voices,
Aurobindo probably sees heavenly visions' "7

From Pannikar's records 1t is found that Sn Aurobindo led a simple hfe. He
narrates: "He was remarkably simple m his mode of living. He was not at all
fastidious in his tastes. He did not seem to care much either for his food or, dress,
because he never attached any importance to either .... At home he was clad in
plain white sadara and dhoti and outside invanably m white drill suits. He never
slept on a soft cotton-bed, as most of us.do, but on a bed made of coir (coconut
fibres) on which was spred a Malabar grass mat which served as a bed-sheet.
Once I asked him why he used such a coarse hard bed and he said with his
characteristic laugh, 'My boy, don't you know that I am a Brahmachari? Our
shastras enjomn that a Brahmachari should not use a soft bed, which may induce
him to sleep.' I was silenced but I thought to myself that he must be a great
man ... "8

"Another important thing I observed about him, was his total absence of
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love for money, for which he never seemed to care. We all knew that he was
working as Professor of Enghsh Literature m the Baroda College. He was getting
a decent salary of Rs. 500 a month. It was his practice to receive his salary once
in three months. In those days payment was made in cash and not in currency
notes as now. He used to get the lump sum for the three months mn a bag which
he emptied mn a large tray lying on the table in his room. He never bothered to
keep it in a safe box, under lock and key as most of us do, and it lay there open
until it was consumed. He never cared to keep an account of what he spent. This
struck me and one day I casually asked him why he kept his money hke that. He
simply laughed and I still remember-though after a lapse of over fifty
yearsthe reply that was given by hum. He said, 'Well, 1t 1s a proof that we are
living mn the midst of honest and good people.' I asked him again, 'You never
keep any account whch may testify to the honesty of the people round about
you?' Then with a serene face he said, 'It is God who keeps an account for me.
He gives me as much as I want and keeps the rest to Himself. At any rate He
does not keep me m want; then why should I worry?' "9

Sn Aurobmdo was famous not only for his lectures in the college but also as
a fine speaker. Mr. Patkar further says: "But more than his college lectures, it
was a treat to hear him on the platform. He used to preside occasionally over the
meetings of the College Debatmg Society. When he was to preside, the College
Central Hall which is sufficiently large was almost packed to the full with the
audience which not only consisted of the College Students but many educated
persons from the outs1de public especially when the subject selected for the
debate was mteresting. Mr. Ghose was never an orator but a speaker of a very
high order, and when he rose to speak, there was a pin-drop stlence and the
audience used to listen to hum wth rapt attention. Without any gestures or
movements of the limbs, he stood like a statue-motionless-and the language
used to flow like a stream from hus lips with a natural ease and melody that kept
hs audience almost spell-bound. Every sentence that he uttered was full of
meamng and set the audience thinking for days together."o

He was a voracious reader. His passion for reading was thrown into relief by
his cousin Basant Devi. When Sn Aurobindo used to visit Bengal he earned a
lot of books with him. She has remarked: "Auro Dada used to arrive with two or
three trunks. We always thought they would contam costly suits and other luxury
items hke scents, etc. When he opened them I used to look and wonder. What is
this? A few ordinary clothes and all the rest books and nothing but books! Does
Auro Dada hke to read all these? We all want to chat and enjoy ourselves in
vacations. Does he want to spend even this time in reading these books? But
because he hked this readmg did not mean that he did not jomn us mn our talks and
chats and our merry making. Has talks used to be full of wit and humour."H'

Sri Aurobindo began an mtens1ve study of languages and literature. He had
studied deeply and gained mastery over European literature and culture, but he
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did not know much of his own country's culture, hentage, religion and cavil1za
tion. So he started to read about them:

"He concentrated on Sansknt and Bengali, but also learned a httle Gujarati
and Marathi (the two languages of the Baroda state, where he was serving) and
also a certam amount of Hindi. At first it was India's rich secular hterature that
attracted him. He read and translated mto Enghsh passages from the Maha
bharata, the Ramayana, and classical wnters such as Kahdasa. In Bengali it was
to Bankimchandra and Madhusudan Dutt that his attention was chiefly turned
although he also read and translated India's mediaeval poets such as Chand1
dasa. Later he became more interested m India's spiritual heritage and read the
Gita and Upanishads m the ongmal Sansknt (translatmg much of what he read
into English) and also examined the primary source of Indian Culture, 'the fount
of our philosophies', the bedrock of our rehgions, the kernel of our civilisation,
the nvet of our Natonalty. .Veda."12

(To be contznued)
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MEGHADUTA: A STUDY OF THE INTERPLAY OF
"DARK" AND "BRIGHT" IMAGES

(Continued from the issue ofJuly 1991)

(A) Imagery in the Narrative-Descriptive Passage

(i) Narrative Passage

THIS passage, as we have noted, gives only the skeletal frame of the poem.
Nevertheless, from the metaphoncal standpomt we fmd a few important
indicators. In the opening verse Kalidasa uses the expression astari-gamita
mahima, 'one whose glory has been made to set or decline", to qualify the
Yaksa. Both atar-gam "to set, to decline" closely associated to the sun and
mahimii "glory, greatness" which points to the former exalted status of the
Yaksa, evoke the image of a divine being who has lost his lustre. In the next
verse, too, there is a similar suggestion, dhvani:

abal@-viprayuktah sa k@mi...kanaka-valaya-bhrarsa-rikta-prako
sthah

the lover separated from his wife ... he whose arms are naked through the
falling of the golden bracelets.

Critics have noted the suggestion of this image, namely that it conveys the idea
that the Yaksa has become emaciated due to the pangs of separation, viraha
duhkhat krsah (Mallinatha). But there is also another dhvani. The lover, sa
kami, is separated from the beloved wife, abalii-viprayukta/:i: this finds its
parallel in the image of the arm separated from the golden bracelet. The
suggestion of Mallinatha explams the use of valaya bracelet, but not the use of
kanaka, gold. "Gold" becomes pregnant with meamng when we restrtute to it
the idea of brightness. The separation from his wife finds metaphorically
concrete expression in the falhng of brightness that is the golden bracelet.

The bnef narrative part fixes with admirable subtlety the symbolism of the
"dark" and the "bnght".

(ii) Cloud's Route

Kalidasa explcrtly tells us that this is a very important part of the poem.1
And in fact it is here that the metaphoncal texture finds its fullest expression.

' "Margam tavac " quoted earl1er
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This texture is made up of two different kinds of imagery. In one kmd the cloud
itself represents the dark aspect and the personification of the lover, and as such
occupies a central position in the metaphor. Here the images are directly linked
to the theme of union and separation. The Yaka often creates images of umon,
milana, so as to demonstrate the poignancy of separation, viraha. The other kind
of images are either independent of the cloud or else the cloud is not personified;
it is an object of nature like any other object, hke the blfd, or the mountam; here
the Yaksa evokes pictures of "dark" and "bnght" as if to create the surtable
background for the elaboration of hs emotions, whch finds 1ts direct express1on
m the delicately sensuous lyrical passage.

There are five verses in which, m the present context, we can speak of the
personification of the cloud. The cloud is the dark lover: m four of the verses a
river assumes the role of the beloved woman:1 and m one the femmme role is
assumed by a mountain [25]. In all these images the darkness of the cloud is
emphasized m opposition to the bnghtness of the nver or the mountam. The
stamp of the metaphor is most powerful here. The compansons within the
images, the details of the pictures evoke intensely at the same time the idea of
eroticism, srigara, and the 1dea of separation which here finally ends m lovers'
meeting. These images also carry too a burden of sadness which becomes
poignant as they remind the Yaksa, in a very sensually concrete manner, of the
moments of hus happy love. Let us now consider these mmages:

vent-bhuta-pratanu-sallam tam attasya sindhum
pandu-cchay@m tata-ruha-taru-bhramsbhir jirna-parnaihl
saubhagyam te subhaga vrah@vasthaya vyanjayantim
karsyam yena tyayat vdhn@ sa tvayavopapadyah// [29]

When you are away the waters of the River almost run dry so that she looks
hke a thin braid of hair; her complexion grows pale with the yellow leaves
fallen from the trees that stand on her banks: such is her lovelorn condition.
All this, 0 happy lover! suggests how fortunate you are. It1s now left to you
to find out what is to be done to make thinness depart from her body.

In the foreground we see the nver; the main traits brought forward are the
emaciated form and the colour. Both are results of the pangs of separation. As
regards the colour-quality which 1s our concern, we fmnd the word p@ndu, whch
denotes a pale shade of yellow. The yellow-quality is emphasized by jirna-parna,
old leaves falling from the trees which are mostly yellow. The whole colour
scheme evokes the yellowish pallor of one pmmg ·with love. The pallor, in
separation, however, suggests that m union the colour is bright. Pallor, as is

' [29, 40, 46, 49 ]
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suggested, is only the diminution of brightness. The cloud remams rather in the
background. We must always keep in mind that the cloud is dark so as to be able
to appreciate and seize the colour-scheme.

In the verse we are going to consider next, the colour-scheme becomes even
more prominent. The cloud comes forward into the middle ground:

gambhirayah payasi saritas cetasiva prasanne
ch@yatm@pi prakrti-subhago lapsyate te pravesaml
tasmat tasyah kumuda-visad@ny arhasi tvam na dhairy@n
moghikartum catula-sapharodvartana-preksitani// [40]

In any case, you, lovely by nature! will find entrance as a reflection mn the
clear waters of Gambhira, as within a loving heart; therefore, you should
not, through self-restraint, frustrate her hly-white glances which are like the
glittering leaps of restless little carps.

Again the river represents the beloved; the brightness and whiteness are
strongly emphasized, first by the word prasanna, clear, limpid, bright when
related to the water, then the glances of the nver which are white like water
lilies; and moreover, these glances are bright because they are nothing but the
springing up of the restless silver-scaled saphara, a small carp, the scales of which
glisten and reflect the sunlight as it jumps out of the water.

The cloud's colour is made more prominent by the word chiiyii; the
reflection of the cloud on the water is contrasted with the brightness of the water.
Here we have the scene of union.

In the third example the cloud too comes to the forefront: the mterplay of
dark and bright reaches its highest mtensity, balance and harmony.

tvayy ad@tun jalam avanate sarigno varna-caure
tasyah sndhoh prthum api tanum dura-bh@vat prav@ham/
preksisyante gagana-gatayo duram avaryya drstr
ekar mukt@-gunam iva bhuvah sthula-madhyendranilam// [46]

As you bend down to take water from the river, gods moving in the sky will
cast their glances down below and see the broad watery stream looking
narrow from so far, and on that stream you, the ravisher of Krsna's
complexion: this will appear to them as Earth's string of pearls with an
immense sapphire in the middle.

This recalls in some ways the previous two images. They all show a gradual
progression from almost a half-image to the complete crystallizat10n-here the
perception has reached the imaginative height of exactness in which there is no
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hesitation; it 1s a 'fully realized image.'1
The JOY of unionfor the Yaksa the aesthetic fulfilment of his desire, the

embodiment of the delight and beauty of love he remembers and he hopes to
find agam when his curse will be ended-is here vividly portrayed; the mental

- state, cttavrtt, 1s made visible. The cloud by ravishing the colour of the body of
the eternal Lover, Krsna, has become itself metaphoncally the supreme lover
The perfect umon of the dark and bnght 1s splendidly pictured by the image of
the sapphire m the stnng of pearls. _

These images show a sustamed development of an imaginative truth
expressed with precision and clear intellectual control. The development whuch
fmally reaches the height of concrete perception proves beyond question that the
images of "dark" and "bnght" are mtended and used with conscious artistry.

There 1s yet another 1mage mn which the cloud-rrver relation is depicted, but
with a different psychological goal It does not move on the aesthetic emotional
level but on the ethical

htv@ h@lam abhmata-rasam revat-locan@nkar
bandhu-pritya samara-vmukho'langali yah ssevel
krtva tesam abhugamam apam somya sarasvatinam
antah-svacchas tvam ap bhavta varna-matrena krsnah// [49]

When Balarama, the Plough-bearer, turned away from battle for love of his
kmsfolk, he resorted to the waters of Sarasvati, givmg up his chenshed
dnnk, the mtox1catmg hquor which mirrored Revati's eyes. You too dear
fnend reachmg those waters will become pure m the heart: your colour
alone will remam dark.

A new d1mens1on 1s added to the metaphor Love is not Just an emotional
experence, not eroticism alone, but has also a moral significance. Kalidasa
depicts with vivid sensuousness the beauty and the pleasure of love, but always
there 1s a progressive transformation; he 1s never content only to show love that
ends m the culmmatmg beauty of erotic expenence alone. There 1s a gradual
punficaton of love, as we find 1t very clearly m Uma's tapas and more
dramatically m Sakuntala Speakmg about the latter, Rabindranath Tagore
wntes that Kalidasa raises love from the realm of natural beauty, svabhiiva
saundarya, to the eternal heaven of beauty-mn-goodness, mangala-saundarya.? It
Is thus ethical aspect of love that is effectively suggested here.

There 1s one verse m which the counterpart of the cloud is not a river but the
mountain Nica1s.

' H Coombes, Luerature and Crucsm (Harmondsworth 1965), p 55
' Vide. Rabindranath Thakur (Tagore), 'Sakuntala" 1n Pracina S@hutya (Calcutta 1907)



nicair akhyam girim adhivases tatra vsr@ma-hetos
tvat-samparkat pulakitam va praudha-puspaih kadambaih/
yah parJ,ya-strf-ratz-parzmalodgiiribhzr niigariiniim
uddamani prathayat sil@-vesmabhr yauvanan//[25]

You should stop to take rest there, on the hill called Nicais whose full
blown kadamba-flower will be hke the bnsthng of hair at the thnll of your
embrace: this hill proclaims the passionate youth of the townsmen by its
rocky caverns exhaling the sensuous perfumes of the courtesans.

The bnght yellow colour of the full-blown Kadamba flowers is set against
the blackness of the cloud. We should, however, note a different tone: Kalidasa
suggests here another aspect of love which was an important part of the Indian
society m classical times: the love of the courtesans. The idea of venal love is
expressed firstly by the name of the mountain, Ncais, meaning "low": this is a
lower kmd of love; and secondly by the description of the mountain caverns
exhaling sensual perfume, ratiparmala.'

The second category of images mn this section are those which develop the
setting with the contrast of "dark" and "bnght". The cloud may be one of the
terms, but it is not personified.2 The erotic symbohsm too is often quute subdued.
But because of these images this whole passage gets its unmistakable meta
phorical colounng.

The Yaksa leads the cloud across the splendid landscape over hulls and
nvers, villages and towns, unfurling a panorama which ·reveals concretely his
mental state. The landscape becomes truly an "inscape. "3 The scenery shows us
the beauty and interplay of the encounter between the bnght and the dark. The
black cloud voyaging through the changing scenes is shown with white birds,
creating thus a wonderful contrast, intense and moving. Such scenes are familiar
to the Indians and charged with strong emotional associations.'

' The mountain N1cans could also be taken as a male fnend, 1t 1s often thus mterpreted, perhaps because
of the grammatical gender of ''gr", mountain, whuch Is masculne The word "mucaus" 1s indeclmnable But the
grammatical gender need not debar us from takmg the mountam metaphoncally as femmme

2 In a way, the cl,md 1s personified throughout the poem because of his role as the messenger What I
mean here is that even 1f we forget thus formal personification the 1mages to be considered wll not lose anything
of their beauty and significance

3 For the affinities of this concept of Gerard Manley Hopkms and the analysis of prallbhii "as the power
of clear vsualsaton of the aesthetic mmage whch 1s really the seizure of the object m all 1ts fullness and life,"
see Knshna Cha1tanya, Sansknt Poetics A Critical and Comparative Study (London 1965), pp. 217-8

• The impact that this beauty can make on a sensitive person can be understood from an expenence that
Ramakrsna had as a child "One morning," he recalled mn later life, "I took some parched nee ma small basket
and was eatmg while I walked along the narrow ndges of the nee-fields In one part of the sky, a beautiful black
cloud appeared, heavy with ram I was watchmg 1t and eatmg the nee Very soon, the cloud covered almost the
whole sky And then a flock of cranes came flymg They were as white as milk agamst that black cloud It was
so beautiful that I became absorbed m the sight Then I lost consciousness of everythmg outward "
Chnstopher Isherwood, Ramakrshna and hs Dscples (Calcutta 1974), pp 28-9



Kalidasa notes such images with great care and prec1s1on. When the
favourable wind drives the cloud on, the white cranes in the sky will form
themselves into a garland which will shine against the black cloud. A lovely sight!

nyunam iibaddha-miiliih
sevsyante nayana-subhagar khe bhabantan balakah//[10]

the flock of white cranes mn the sky will, for sure, become a garland to adorn
you who are the delight of their eyes.

Again in a different scene the Yaka says that the white swans will be the
companions of his journey: riijahamsiib sahiiyiib [12]

Various other scenes with glonous hues agamst the dark cloud are evoked.
The rainbow shmes like a mixture of the lights of various gems, ratna-cchiiyii
vyatikara iva, and invests the cloud with incomparable loveliness [15].

A few verses further follows a description, almost supernatural in its beauty,
as the poet himself says, a sight fit for the gods:

channopantah parnata-phala-dyotbhih kananamrais
tvayy @rudhe Skharam acalah snigdha-veni-savarnel
nunam yiisyaty amara-mithuna-preksa1J,iyam avasthiim
madhye sy@mah stana va bhuvah sesa-vistara-panduhll [18]

You have the same hue as the black tresses smeared with oil; when you
have chmbed the summit of the mountain covered on all sides with wild
mango-trees, shining with ripe fruits, you will look like the Earth's breast,
dark in its centre and bright all around: a sight surely for the divine couples
to see.

Many other images intensify this metaphysical texture. The lightning mn the
cloud is like a gold streak on the black touchstone, kanaka-nikasa-snigdha [37].
When the cloud, like an elephant, bends down to drink the crystal-clear water of
the Ganga, its dark reflection appears like the dark rIver Yamuna at its
confluence with the bright Gaga [51]. When it rests on the tops of snow-clad
mountains the cloud's splendour will be comparable to the mud dug out by Siva's
white bull':

5obham ramyam tri-nayana-vrotkh@ta-pankopameyam/ [52]

a splendid loveliness that bears a comparison with the mud that the bull of
the three-eyed God digs out.

1 One may here note the vanant readmg sobhiim subhra-tr1-nayanavrsotkhiita-pankopameyiim
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- And finally when the cloud reaches the slopes of the Mount Kailasa, we find
one last picture in which the dark and bnght are intricately mmgled:

utpasyam tvayi tata-gate sngdha-bhinnanjanabhe
sadyah-krtta-dvirada-dasana-ccheda-gaura ya tasya/
lilam adreh stimita-nayana-preksaniy@r bhavitrim
amsa-nyaste sati halabhrto mecake vasasiva// [59]

You have the sheen of Kohl ground in oil; the mountain is as white as a
freshly cut piece of ivory. When you reach its slopes, its beauty, I can well
imagine, will be worth looking at with unwavering eyes, like that of
Balarama, the Plough-bearer, with a datk cloak flung on his shoulders

This is a complex image. Firstly, the simple picture of the black cloud restmg
on the white snowy slopes of Kailasa. This itself 1s evocative, but Kalidasa makes
the picture more concrete with a metaphor and a simile: the cloud has the hue of
Kohl ground mn oil, snigdha-bhnnnjanabha, and the whiteness of the snowy
slopes 1s shining bright like a white piece of ivory' which has just been cut. After
having strongly made the contrast, the poet puts them together with the help of a
simile: the meeting of the two is like a black cloth thrown on the shoulders of
Balarama, who, contrary to hus brother Krsna, is white. Moreover, thus
association with Balarama suggests that blackness is not inauspicious; it is a part
of the total universal structure, as has also been pointed out earlier by the image
of the Earth's breast.

This texture is seen also in images where the cloud is absent. Rivers,
mountains, trees, fruits, flowers, birds, beasts and insects take part m this
umversal imagination; the world becomes a playground where bright things meet
with dark things. We see the mountain Vindhya with its huge dark rocks like
black big elephants; the river Reva flowing on the rocks appears like stripes of
ashes2 on the elephants' bodiesbhutim aige gajasya [19]. Elsewhere, the poet
paints a wonderful picture of a village where the white ketaka-flowers, the rose
apple tree with its dark-blue fruits, the black crows and the white swans are
interwoven into a sustained harmony of contrasts.

pandu cchayopavana-vrtayah ketakah suci-bhinnair
nfrf,iirambhair grha-balz-bhujiim iikula-griima-caityalJ,/
tvayy asanne phala-parinati-syama-jambu-van@nt@h
sampatsydnte katipaya-dina-sthy@yi-hams@ dasarnahll [23]

' The ivory which 1s expressed m Sansknt by dvrada-dasana, elephant's tusk, conveys also the contrast
between the colour of the elephant and that of tts tusk

2 Bhutl 1s mostly glossed as "decorat10n" made on the elephants body with pamts But here the image
seems to Justify the other meanmg of bhut1, ashes, which are used to decorate elephants Mallinatha glosses,
Srngdram va va bhasmtam va
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Garden-hedges whitely gleaming with ketaka-flowers bursting open at the
pomted tips; sacred village-trees vibrant with life as crows bmld their nests;
rose-apple woods dark-blue with fruits ripening; and swans come to stay for
a few days:--such will be the beauty of the land of Dasarnas at your
approach.

In order to appreciate the picture one has to take into consideration not only
the colour-qualities but the sound, form and other emotional associative
qualities as well. Nevertheless, even in our limited field of investigation we see
the liveliness and sobriety with which the poet has used the colours.

(To be continued)
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WHAT'S IN A SMILE?
You'RE greatly mistaken if you think a baby appreciates a good Joke when
you're making faces and generally actmg the fool. What it is responding to is the
open mouth and the wide-open eyes. Curiously enough, these are the very
begging signals that an infant uses to obtamn food-indeed, hs first smule (often
with a chomping up and down of the mouth) is a beggmg for his mother's breast.
But it 1s soon soc1al as well, for the gestalt of the smile is hardwired in us as
something emmently desirable, and most of 'what we accomplish later m hfe is
done with a view to win approbation i.e. smiles. Without thus we probably would
have been content as a species to eat, sleep and stay clear of danger. Though we
are not entirely conscious of this, there is nothmg more flattermg than to be
greeted by ths begging signalfor 1t implies that others have savored our ideas,
conversation, performance or beauty.

The kiss also may have derived from a practice, still extant in certam
primitive tribes, of mothers' feeding newly weaned babies with masticated food
from mouth to mouth. I believe there is an analogy here with the wolf cubs who
beg for food from an adult back from the hunt by pawing at and licking his
muzzle, inducing him to regurgitate. This is done also by adult wolves (without
regurgitated food) as a show of affection (i.e. infantile dependence) toward a
dominant animal, who responds by nuzzling the subordmate and perhaps licking
its head the way we might affectionately tousle a boy's hair. It can also be seen mn
the impulse of an untrained domestic dog to lick the face (or failing that, the
hands or feet) of his master or mistress. Domestic pups also paw at and hck their
mother's muzzle (triggering her regurgitation); and they stimulate the flow of
milk in her dugs by pawing at, lickmg and biting them. So it is quite natural for
your pet dog to seek reassurance (m this case, petting) by pawing at you, nudging
you with its head or licking your hand. Like all of us social ammals, he is a big
baby, a paedomorph. We use the smile in precisely the same way, and the social
kiss too mn certain cultures. I remember how, while in the East, I resented the
calculated use of the smile by people who wished to elicit favors from me, but
this is a time-honored practice!

A baby's first smile may simply be the muscular expans1on of the anter1or
end of a healthy digestive tract, instinctively opening its gummy mouth for 1ts
mother's breast. We are all familiar with the effects of good and poor digestion
on our social behaviorin fact the two are so intimately connected that it is
difficult often to know if unsociable thoughts and a sour puss cause dyspepsia or
vice versa. If the smile is an expression of receptivity, then the frown is an
equally ancient expression of disgust, or rejection. And the connection with food
is always there. Much of our language of hke and dislike is associated with
food-taste, savor, relish, "can't swallow that," "can't stomach that," unpala
table, disgusting, revolting, etc.-and the most violent expressions of dislike are
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connected with vomuting or its slightly more refined equivalent, spitting, not to
speak of the various forms of excretory waste (breaking wind, etc.) that serve
among uneducated people as mvectives of tremendous emotional power.

A baby, moreover, uses its tongue to push qut food it doesn't want. Could
the childish practice of sticking the tongue out or spitting at someone, derive
from this refusal of food, the very opposite of begging? In adults the expression
is more refined and takes various forms in people with different tempera
ments-the mouth is invariably closed, sometimes with the hps pursed, but more
often pushed out in a pout or turned down. The head too is turned away hke a
petulant infant who 1s refusing food....

So the smile is a signal of receptivity, the basis for the exchange of food, and
later the exchange of goods, ideas or the time of day. Indeed, even after
millennia of social evolution in Homo sapiens, all our social exchanges begin
with a smile. (Try having even business dealmgs with an unsmiling stranger!) We
may no longer be exchanging food-although food and dnnk still, out of habit
and unconscious association, play a large role m sexual courtship, business and
friendship-but these ancient signals of receptivity, invented by babies, are
always the starting-point.

DAVID HOPKINS

SRI AUROBINDO - DIE DICHTUNG DER ZUKUNFf
318 S., rnit Index und Glossar DM 36
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NEW AGE NEWS
COMPILED AND PRESENTED BY WILFRIED

Up from Eden-Ken Wilber on Sri Aurobindo

KEN Wilber is one of the best known and most promment American New Age
writers. By educat10n, he is a scientist who has graduated in biology and
biochemistry, by choice he has become an author in the field of spiritual and
esotenc literature. A look at the Bibliography of his mam work Up from
Eden-A Transpersonal View of Human Evoluton shows the enormous scope
of his readings: 1t lists 444 titles, many of which he refers to in hus book, among
them texts by Sri Aurobindo, Teilhard de Chardin, H. Bergson, A. Coomara
swamy, Freud, Jung, Ramana Maharsh and D. T. Suzuki, to name just a few of
the well-known authors. The book has srx references to Sri Aurobindo, and it
would be interesting to see what he has to say on the Ind1an yogr-philosopher. I
have selected three of the more important references for discussion. Here are the
excerpts:

(1) "Mankmd," said Plotinus, "is poised midway between the gods and the
beasts."( ... ) The distance between man and the gods is not all that much greater
than the distance between beasts and man. We have already closed the latter
gap, and there is no reason to suppose that we shall not eventually close the
former. As Aurobindo and Teilhard de Chardin knew, the future of humankmd
is God-consciousness, and we will want to examine this future mn the entire
context of human history. (p. IX)

(2) Fmally, the "force" of evolution that has so insistently produced higher
level wholes-a force which cannot be explamed by natural selection-is simply
Atman telos itself, as everybody from Aristotle to Hegel to Aurobindo has
carefully pomted out. Evolution is not a statistical accident-it is a labonng
toward Spirit, driven, not by happy-go-lucky chance, however comforting that
motion is to those who deny reality to any level higher than insentient matter,
but by Spirit itself. That is why evolution is a progressive advancement, and why
it proceeds in leaps and bounds that far outdistance statistical probabilities. This
perennial view of evolution, in short, does that which Darwinianism cannot:
account not only for the what of evolution but the why. (p. 305)

(3) I am not alone in this overall view. Sn Aurobmdo, India's great modern
sage, has written extensively on just this viewpoint-Brahman gettmg lost in
involution and then evolving back-from matter to prana to mind to over-mind
to super-mind and Atman, and he sees it occurring cosmologically as well

• Shambala, Boston 1986 Pp 372, $ 14 95
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psycholog1cally. Aurobindo, of course, 1s one of the few genmses and full mystics
(East or West) who also had the opportumty and willingness to study the
anthropolog1cal and paleontolog1cal records compiled so carefully by modern
science, and he found those records to be not only compatible with his view but
supportive of 1t. Aurobmndo rs joined mn hus view by many other modern Indian
giants, Radhaknshnan, Chaudury, Gop Knshna, etc. (p 313)

Commentary

(1) The quotation from Plotmus as well as the reference to the Indian and
the French thinker right m the first paragraph of the Preface mdicate that Wilber
envisages a kind of evolution whch does not stop with mental man, but heads for
higher stages of development Mentionmg Teilhard de Chardin along with Sn
Aurobmndo mn thus context 1s quite approprate. K. D. Sethna especially has
explored the subject mn extensive comparative studies, which were published mn
Mother Inda mn a senes long ago. Many of these studies were put together in
book-form: The Sprtualty of the Future (Associated Presses of America, 1980)
The openmg remark m W1lber's book deserves full appreciation.

(2) Wilber 1s quute m line with Sr Aurobmndo m hus basic descrpt1on of
Evolution m this passage. As a comparative text I may offer an excerpt ·taken
from On Himself (p 105, Cent Ed.).

"But here mn the matenal world or at its basis he [the Divme] has hidden
himself m what seem to be his opposites, Non-Bemg, Inconsc1ence and Insen
tience. This 1s what we nowadays call the lnconscient which seems to have
created the matenal umverse by its mconscient Energy, but this is only an
appearance, for we fmd m the end that all the dispositions of the world can only
have been arranged by the workmg of a supreme secret Intelligence. The Being
which Is hidden mn what seems to be an mnconscent void emerges in the world
first mn Matter, then m Life, then in Mmd and finally, as the Spirit."

(3) Wilber 1s not alone, mdeed, in many of his views; in this case, his concept
of mnvoluton and evolution. Otherwise his admirers would be right m calling him
"the Emstem of consciousness research", a claim which appears vastly exagge
rated to those who have a good knowledge of Vedanta, Sn Aurobmdo and other
writers of earlier generations. Wilber 1s very good in restating and connecting, in
actuahzmg old truths, but they are not his own d1scovenes. Nor does he make
that claim, although he sometimes creates the impression of havmg developed
hrs own vs1on wh1ch 1s so to say confirmed by other writers (from whom actually
he may have taken his clues). At the same time we have to see his smcerity in
nammg sources which other New Age writers secretly study without ever
bothenng to refer to them, presentmg everythmg as their personal luminous
creation.

Qmte apart from that, Wilber's view on involution and evolution is not
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exactly the same as Sri Aurobindo's, although 1t would reqmre a complete thesis
to show the differences in detail. As an example of very fme passages I may
present the followmg quotation·

"Each level is an illusory separation from Spmt because each level is really a
separation of Spmt by Spmt through Spuit. ( ... ) Spuit 1s not lost at each level,
just forgotten; obscured, not destroyed; hidden, not abandoned. This 1s a great
game of hide-and-seek; with Spint bemg I." (p. 301)

Wilber 1s quite wrong in stating that Sr Aurobmndo 'Is joined in hus vew'' by
Radhakrishnan and Gopi Knshna. Radhaknshnan def1mtely had a different
philosophy, basmg himself on Shankara's Mayavada, though gvmng 1t a changed
interpretation and thus also arnvmg at a somewhat world-positive view. I may
add that he has never been considered a yogi. As for Gopi Krishna, he followed
a line of Kundalmi-yoga not affihated to mtegral yoga and is not known as a
great philosopher in any way.

In concluding, I may mention that Wilber himself 1s a practising Buddhist
and feels more attracted to the spintual status of a Ramana Maharshi. In fact,
"the return to the Atman" means to him JUSt that, the stable traditional
realization of the eternal Self, as embodied m the sage of T1ruvannamalai ..As a
Buddhist, he discovers the same "peak" of reahzation in Hui-neng or Padma
sambhava and speaks m this context of "the first true and complete under
standmg of the Svabhavikakaya" (p. 320). Nevertheless, Wilber's positive
remarks on Sn Aurobmdo also deserve full recogmtion. Among those who are
not followers of the Ind1an yog, I don't know many other Western authors who
have so openly expressed ther appreciation of hus spurtual philosophy.

INTEGRAL PSYCHOLOGY
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL SYSTEM OF SRI AUROBINDO

BY INDRA SEN
The Psychology of the whole man for the realisation of the whole

personality, with Diagrams and Pictures
Pp. 383. Price: Rs. 96/
Available at SABDA



BOOKS IN THE BALANCE
1. How They Came to Sri Aurobindo and the Mother: Vol. I. 29 True Stories of
Sadhaks and Devotees (22 appearing in print for the first time). Author and
Publisher: Shyam Kumari, pages - x + 256. Price Rs. 48/- (postage extra)

2. How They Came to Sri Aurobindo and the Mother: Vol. II. 36 More True
Stones of Sadhaks and Devotees (27 appearmg in print for the first time).
Author and Publisher: Shyam Kumari, Price: Rs. 48/- (postage extra)

Available from the author: Shyam Kumari, clo Sri Aurobindo Ashram,
Pondicherry 605 002.

To the Pilgrim of Eternity there cannot be greater "Helpers on the Way" than
Sn Aurobindo and the Mother. When we think of it, they are more than mere
"Helpers"; they are themselves "the Gate and the Way", mdeed, they are the
Goal.

In the two volumes under review Shyam Kumari tells us sixty-five "true
stories" of Pilgrims who came to Sn Aurobindo and the Mother. She could have
as well spoken of how Sri Aurobindo and the Mottler came to the Pilgrims. She is
not unaware of the fact that Aspiration and Grace are a double movement in
which each answers to the other and one can never say which precedes which. It
is well known how those who choose the lnfimte are already chosen by the
Infinite.

Among the Plgrms some are master-seekers of the Master and the Mother,
men of large souls and long stndes like Dyuman, the "Luminous One", Pavtra,
"the Pure", Pranab, "the Mother's Shadow." There are humbler souls who exalt
themselves by arriving at the sacred Feet they seek in different ways. The stones
are best read in the charming style of Shyam Kumari herself. In her beautiful
narrations she reveals herself to be as ardent a Pllgnm as any other she describes
with a love and zest only one who has sought and got the experience is capable
of.

Often she has met the different seekers and got the facts from them. She has
sometimes used ready-made material from other sources.

The stories are valuable not only for the details of the Pilgrims' Progress, the
crucial moments of their lives when they 'cross the Rub1con'' and the struggles,
the agonies and ecstasies that follow thereafter, but for the picture of the Divme
Love that is ever ready to succour and solace, lead and guide the human soul. Sn
Aurobindo, no less than the Mother, 1s mindful of every Sadhak, hus needs and
problems, hus state of progress and the help he requires. One is surprised
-rather not surprised if one knows the nature of the Divme-to see the Mother
attend to the minute details of the Sadhak's life. To one she orders that oranges
be sent, for another she cooks with her own hands, for yet another she does
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something equally personal. She admires physical strengthshe draws the figure
of fists of a Sadhak to show Sri Aurobindo-as much as intellectual calibre or
spiritual quality. The reader of Shyam Kuman's loving portrayals learns that the
Gurus that the Sadhaks seek are no gnm awe-mspiring figures but the very
embodiments of the Supreme Love.

One cannot help feeling that in the excellent volumes of Shyam Kumari's
there are some omissions. But there must be circumstances that excuse them.
What one cannot help wondering at is one inclusion.

Could Jawaharlal Nehru, great as he is, be called a Pilgrim by any stretch of
imagination and could his "coming" to the Mother be compared to the arrival of
other seekers? One would feel that Jawaharlal was indeed a Pilgrim who missed
his way. But one cannot dogmatize. Gandhi said once that Jawaharlal was nearer
God than most religious men. But the Mother's own words on the occasion of his
passing bring out the sense m which he was a Pilgrim and the destination at which
he arrived:

...hus soul is one with the Soul of India that lves for Eternity.

The volumes are sure to mspire more pdgnms to dare tread the long and
arduous but "rose-strewn" (not Pnmrose!) path to the Cvitas Dei.

K. B. SITARAMAYYA

Psychology, Mental Health and Yoga, by A. S. Dalal, published by Sri
Aurobindo Ashram Press, pp. 161, price Rs. 50/

This book 1s a collection of essays earlier published m the annual numbers of Sri
Aurobmdo Circle. Its purpose, and the readers it is addressed to, are specifically
mentioned m the excellent preface.

The purpose is, in the author's words, "to present some salient features of
Sri Aurobindo's psychological thought and its implications for mental health in
order to bring out some points of convergence, as also of divergence, between
psychology and mental health on one hand and yoga on the other." This purpose
is admirably served.

The categories of readers addressed are three, namely, students of yoga
interested in psychology, students and teachers of psychology who wish to have
an introduction to the Aurobindonian system of psychology, and persons
mterested m the mterface between the two disciplines.

The author stresses the value of reading with a quiet concentration the
copious quotations from Sri Aurobindo and the Mother. Such a quiet concen
traton would induce "a certain receptive state which is conducive to a deeper
understandmg of what the words express". Very true indeed. A judgmental
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approach hence 1s to be scrupulously avmded.
The book is indeed a good mtroduction of modern psychology to students of

Sri Aurobindo's yoga and of yoga to students of psychology. Modern psychology
is gradually becommng multi-dimensional and slowly approaching the concepts in
Sn Aurobmndo's thought. This points towards a future trend of brmgmg the two
disciplines nearer. Both need to understand each other's views mn order to more
successfully relate to each other.

The exhaustive references at the end of each chapter should encourage the
reader to go to the ongmals since many topics m this book have, because of
restriction of space, necessarily been dealt with briefly.

The closmg chapter mtroduces peace as a positive healmg force. The normal
connotation of peace is negative, an absence of restlessness, while, as an apt
quotation of the Mother on page 146 points out, peace is a very positive state and
not the opposite of confhct. Peace is a great force and a great strength. The
author expounds well what peace 1s, how to attain 1t, and how to utilise it as a
healmg power.

All m all, a defmitely worthwhile buy. I hope that the next book by the
author would deal with the treatment of mental illnesses and disorders in the
light of Sri Aurobindo's system of yoga.

DINKAR PALANDE

In Harmony with Nature-by Clementeswar. Published by Lily Publications, 31,
Nehru Nagar, Kamaraj Road, Pondicherry 605 011. Pages: viii+ 108. Price: Rs.
30 (P.B.), Rs. 60 (H.B.)

In his 'Preface' the author confesses that this book is "a layman's attempt to
incite an awareness among the younger generation in order to understand and ·
lead a meaningful life without detriment to the beauty and tranquillity of
nature".

Divided into three major sections, the first two unravel to us what God has
done with all magnanimity for mankind, while the last one pin-points how man
with all selfishness has spoilt it.

The book begins wth a conflict between Rehgion and Science. The secret of
creation, the formation and the mystery of hfe, the creation of Man considered
to be "the paragon of ammals" (to put 1t m the words of Shakespeare), the
development of Science are the topics taken for discussion mn the first part of this
highly mformative book written with verve. In the eyes of Mr. Clementeswar,
scientists in spite of all their powers even to destroy the earth are merely puppets
in the hands of Nature. The Tamil Poet Paambaatti Siddhar sang of the
helplessness of man before death: "Will all your powerful military force put
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together be able to shield you from the inescapable noose of the Lord of Death?
Dance, 0 Snake, and teach the ignorant curs the essence of Divine Truth." The
author of thus book too says: "A science based upon a mechanistic concept of the
universe cannot understand the secret of creation." Discussmg m detail the
eleven tonne Hubble Space Telescope placed in orbit above the earth by the US
Space Shuttle Discovery wIth the task of solving many of the mysteries about the
birth of galaxies and the umverse, the author sarcastically concludes: "It is
heralded as a 'new eye m the sky', yet it is not going to peep into heaven."

Perhaps with the mtention of pleadmg for global peace, Mr. Clementeswar
· fmds httle difference between Hinduism and Chnstianity. He furnishes quite a
good number of points to substantiate his view. What a magnificent role Vibhutu,
otherwise known as Ash, plays in the lives of the two religious sects!

The first part of this book 1s akin to that of the unfading garland that
enhances the glory of Mother India. The author's words take the shape of a
sturdy hand to give a death-blow to all those nincompoops and ignoramuses who
speak and think of Western culture and civilization, while they don't even bother
to know what India is. Don't we, the Indians, need a foreigner like Dr. Roberto
Pinoti, the Italian Scientist, to tell us: 'Inda may have had a superior civilization
with possible contacts with extra-terrestrial visitors!"?

Indian Yoga therapy, Alchemy m India, the preparation of the 'ehxir of life'
to attain immortality, the ancient flying devices with the help of special heat
absorbing metals, the 32 secrets relating to the operation of Vimanas as expli
cated in Vymanka Shastra, an ancient Hindu text, the longevity of human life as
defined by the scriptures are given special attention in this section of the book.

The second section vies with the first in givmg mformation. Traditionally,
we Indians are forest-loving people and even today if we can boast of a few
forests left 1t 1s all due to the bas1c approach of our ancestors to the vegetation
which is one of conservation rather than destruction.

The various kinds of trees, plants and flowers found m India are listed.
The1r botanical names, their characteristics and their uses are also provided. The
author gives the same treatment to the fauna of India. Here is an example of
what Mr. Clementeswar has stored for us in his book. This is about a civet cat:

Western Ghats have different species of crvets out of which the "small
Indian Civet'' (Vireericula Ind1ca) is a greysh brown with black spotted and
streaked animal. It is omnivorous. The secretion of its perineal gland helps the
civet for sex-related functions. The secreted paste of civet is cherished in the
perfume industry for its fragrance and used with other aromatic compounds. It 1s
used as ointment for b01ls in Siddha system of medicme Civet's aromatic paste is
called 'punugu' in Tamil and the main deity of Siva temple-Sattamathar of
Seerkazh1-Is smeared with this paste even today.°'

Separate chapters are devoted to domestic ammals, colourful insects, and
birds. Necessary particulars are stuffed into palatable capsules, and the gathered
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mformation continues to linger in the mmd of the readers long after the book 1s
closed.

In his Dctonary, Dr. Johnson, the Great Cham of Literature, has given us
a sufficient number of unforgettable definitions of words. And the most
unforgettable among them 1s the one grven to 'smoking Pipe'. He defines: "Fire
at one end and a fool at the other." In this book too, we have qmte a good
number of short write-ups on all things that fall under nature. Read below what
Mr. Clementeswar has wntten about 'Donkey': "...Donkey is considered to be
the simplest and most unselfish animal whch can work incessantly and on poor
forage. It is well known for its stupidity and obstinacy. The ill-treatment meted
out to this beast of burden by man is mexorable. Anyone whose eyes happen to
meet a young calf of a donkey could not but admire the bushy little creature. Its
milk, which is easily digestible, is highly valued in India and in many other
countries like Italy, Spain and France as a most suitable substitute for human
milk. Giving donkey's milk in doses to new born babies, considering its
medicinal properties, is still in practice m rural India. The legendary beauty
queen Cleopatra was said to have been bathmg in donkey's milk!"

The answer to the question, "What has ungrateful man done to Nature?"
forms the essence of the third section. But the author does not stop with accusing
mankind of polluting the earth and wastmg its resources. He has a lot of
suggestions to offer to the needy. "Keep the city clean. Let us make the city
beautiful." These are slogans shouted into megaphones to Jar on our ears. But
not even one in a thousand ever bothers to keep his house clean. Nek Chands of
Chandigarh are rare to find. And how well the author drives home the truth in
these following words: "Without cleanliness, beautification means dressing the
dirty."

What is all the reason for this attitude of man? Why has he degraded himself
to the level of the quadruped? Mr. Clementeswar points his accusing finger at us
and yells: "Over-Population." Even today we come across male parents who
plead: "God gives. And how can we refuse? We are helpless." But Mr.
Clementeswar recommends family planning methods. Discussing the Rhythm
Method or Safe Period Method, he teaches us how to count the days in order to
avo1d the risk of pregnancy. He makes it easy with the help of a chart. He
emphasises breast-feedmg which is also a family planning method devised by
nature

Mr. Clementeswar's book In Harmony With Nature is a mme of informa
ton. It is a handy Encyclopaedia. It is everyman's guide for it teaches us the "do
s" and "do not-s" of our life. It is a book of facts useful to students getting ready
for competitive examinations.

The only criticism possible to make is that its English mght have been at
some places less Indian.

P. RAJA
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"WHAT ARE THE SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SRI
AUROBINDO'S YOGA AND OTHER SPIRITUAL PATHS?"

Speech Read by Rajeev Bhatt

IN India, smce time immemorial, there have existed many systems of yoga, each
with 1ts distinct aim and method of practice. Sr Aurobmndo has enunciated hs
own system which he has named 'Integral Yoga'', and laid down a unique
synthetic method for its practice. The question is therefore often raised: In what
way does it differ in its aim and method from the traditional systems of yoga?
What is really "new" in his system? He has also called his Integral Yoga "the
Yoga of supramental transformation". So it is asked: What is the difference
between this supramental transformation and spiritual liberation which is the
aim of most of the other traditional systems?

The question is very important because if Sri Aurobindo's Integral Yoga is
the same mn its pnnciple and process as the other yogas, then it cannot claim to be
"new" in any real sense of the word. But Sri Aurobindo clearly says that his yoga
"is not a retreading of old walks, but a spiritual adventure."" Being a "spiritual
adventure" it certainly seeks for somethmg "new" that is not yet known in the
spintual history of the past in India or elsewhere.

An adequate answer to this important question is very necessary but instead
of providing it in my own words, I prefer to read a long letter which Sri
Aurobindo wrote to a disciple in 1935, in which he himself has given a precise
and comprehensive answer to thus very quest1on whch was put to him.

Here is his letter:

New Elements in Sri Aurobindo's Yoga

By transformation I do not mean some change of the nature-I do not
mean, for instance, sainthood or eth1cal perfection or Yogic Siddhis (like the
Tantrik's) or a transcendental (cnmaya) body. I use transformation in a special
sense, a change of consciousness radical and complete and of a certain specific.

1 Letters on Yoga (Cent Ed Vol 22), p 101
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kind which is so conceived as to bring about a strong and assured step forward in
the spiritual evolution of the bemg of a greater and higher kind and of a larger
sweep and completeness than what took place when a mentahsed bemg first
appeared m a vital and material animal world. If anything short of that takes
place or at least if a real beginnmg is not made on that basis, a fundamental
progress towards this fulfilment, then my object is not accomplished. A partial
realisation, something mixed and mconclusive, does not meet the demand I
make on life and Yoga.

"Light of realisation 1s not the same thing as Descent. Realisation by itself
does not necessarily transform the being as a whole; it may bring only an opening
or heightening or widening of the consciousness at the top so as to realise
somethmg in the Purusha part without any radical change in the parts of Praknti.
One may have some hght of realisation at the spintual summut of the conscious
ness but the parts below remain what they were. I have seen any number of
instances of that. There must be a descent of the light not merely into the mmd
or part of it but into all the being down to the physical and below before a real
transformation can take place. A hght m the mind may spiritualise or otherwise
change the mind or part of 1t mn one way or another, but 1t·need not change the
vital nature; a light in the vital may purify and enlarge the vital movements or
else silence and immobilise the vital bemg, bul leave the body and the physical
consciousness as it was, or even leave it inert or shake its balance. And the
descent of Lght 1s not enough, it must be the descent of the whole higher
consciousness, 1ts Peace, Power, Knowledge, Love, Ananda. Moreover, the
descent may be enough to liberate, but not to perfect, or it may be enough to
make a great change m the inner being, while the outer remains an imperfect
instrument, clumsy, sick or unexpressive. Finally, transformation effected by the
Sadhana cannot be complete unless 1t is a supramentalisation of the being
Psych1c1sat1on 1s not enough, 1t 1s only a beginning; spiritualisation and the
descent of the higher consciousness is not enough, 1t is only a middle term; the
ultimate achievement needs the action of the supramental Consciousness and
Force. Something less than that may very well be considered enough by the
individual, but it 1s not enough for the earth-consciousness to take the defmitive
stride forward it must take at one time or another.

"I have· never said that my Yoga was something brand new mn all its
elements. I have called it the mtegral Yoga and that means that 1t takes up the
essence and many processes of the old Yogas1ts newness 1s 1n 1ts aim,
standpoint and the totality of its method. In the earlier stages which is all I deal
with in books hke the "Riddle"1 or the "L1ghts"2 or in the new book to be
published3 there is nothing in it that distinguishes it from the old Yogas except

1 The Rddle of thus World
Lughs on Yoga

' The Bases of Yoga
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the aum underlying 1ts comprehensiveness, the spirit in 1ts movements and the
ultimate significance 1t keeps before it-also the scheme of 1ts psychology and its
working: but as that was not and could not be developed systematically or
schematically mn these letters, rt has not been grasped by those who are not
already acquamted with it by mental famiharity or some amount of practice. The
detail or method of the later stages of the Yoga which go mto little known or
untrodden regions, I have not made pubhc and I do not at present mtend to do
so.

"I know very well also that there have been seemingly allied ideals and
anticipations-the perfectibility of the race, certain Tantric Sadhanas, the effort
after a complete physical Siddhi by certain schools of Yoga, etc., etc. I have
alluded to these thmgs myself and have put forth the view that the spiritual past
of the race has been a preparation of Nature not merely for attainmg the Divine
beyond the world, but also for this very step forward which the evolution of the
earth-consc10usness has still to make. I do not therefore care in the least,--even
though these ideals were, up to some extent parallel, yet not Identical with
mme,-whether this Yoga and its aim and method are accepted as new or not;
that is in itself a tnfhng matter. That it should be recognised as true mn itself by
those who can accept or practise It and should make itself true by achievement is
the one thmg important; it does not matter if it is called new or a repetition or
revival of the old which was forgotten. I laid emphasis on it as new ma letter to
certain Sadhaks so as to explain to them that a repetition of the aim and idea of
the old Yogas was not enough in my eyes, that I was putting forward a thing to be
achieved that has not yet been achieved, not yet clearly visualised, even though it
is the natural but still secret outcome of all the past spiritual endeavour.

"It Is new as compared with the old Yogas:
"l. Because it aims not at a departure out of world and hfe into Heaven or

Nirvana, but at a change of life and existence, not as something subordinate or
mnc1dental, but as a distinct and central object. If there 1s a descent in other
Yogas, yet it is only an incident on the way or resultmg from the ascent-the
ascent is the real thing. Here the ascent 1s the first step, but it is a means for the
descent. It IS the descent of the new consciousness attained by the ascent that is
the stamp and seal of the Sadhana. Even the Tantra and Vaishnavism end in the
release from life; here the object is the divine fulfilment of life.

"2. Because the object sought after 1s not an individual achievement of
divine realisation for the sake of the individual, but something to be gamed for
the earth-consciousness here, a cosmic, not solely a supra-cosmic achievement.
The thing to be gained also is the brmgmg in of a Power of Consciousness (the
Supramental) not yet organised or active directly mn earth-nature, even in the
spintual life, but yet to be organised and made directly active.

"3. Because a method has been preconized for achieving this purpose which
1s as total and integral as the aim set before it, vz., the total and integral change
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of the consciousness and nature, taking up old methods but only as a part action
and present aid to others that are distinctive. I have not found this method (as a
whole) or anything like it professed or realised mn the old Yogas. If I had, I
should not have wasted my time in hewing out a road and in thirty years of search
and inner creation when I could have hastened home safely to my goal in an easy
canter over paths already blazed out, laid down, perfectly mapped, maca
damised, made secure and public. Our Yoga is not a retreading of old walks, but
a spiritual adventure.1"

5.10.1935

' Sn Aurobmndo, On Hmself (Cent Ed Vol 26), pp 108-109
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